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Abstract
This thesis presents a search for a new exotic spin-0 particle a in 36.47 fb−1 of
√
s = 13 TeV
pp collisions recorded by the ATLAS detector at the LHC. This analysis is part of a broader
search for a H → aa → bbbb, which uses a Higgs produced in association with a weak
vector boson to improve triggering on events. The channel considered here uses Higgs-Z—
associated production with two leptons in the final state. The analysis uses a likelihood-fit
profile of a multivariate discriminant to place 95% confidence limit upper bounds on the cross
section of the proposed signal. A study of the performance of the ATLAS Tile Calorimeter
in extremely energetic events is also presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction: A Story in Progress
The scientific project is a project of storytelling. A good physical theory is quantitative
and empirically tested, but its core function is to tell us how and why the universe works.
Confronted with all the vastness and the wonder of the world around us, we find ourselves
compelled to make sense of it. We develop a model, we write a story, describing how and
why things are. In time, experience will test our story, and where our old explanations fail,
we refine a better story to tell in their place.
And the story has to make a certain kind of sense. Empiricism demands that our expla-
nations be testable, that our results be repeatable. The world must be, in the most literal
sense, predictable. Accordingly, all scientists must hold the conviction that everything hap-
pens for a reason, albeit a reason that is frequently obscure and obtuse. For physicists in
particular, our project starts from the observation that the world appears to be governed by
natural, physical laws. Enticingly, these laws hint at a certain universality. The concepts
of energy and momentum used to describe the dynamics of a planet can also be adapted
to the dynamics of an atom, and the interactions between the tiniest particles increasingly
provide insights into the birth and destiny of our universe. Though there are many special
cases and inconsistencies that yet persist, this observation nonetheless contains the germ of
a compelling promise—That if we could only understand the world’s laws, by experiment
and intuition, then we could know the world entire.
In particle physics, that search for a “Theory of Everything” is yet closest approached by
the Standard Model of Particle Physics. The Standard Model describes the whole host of
elementary particles which serve as the building blocks for our visible universe, as well as
three of the four fundamental forces governing all interactions between matter. With its
predictions vindicated by decades of increasingly robust measurements, the Standard Model
provides an excellent picture of our world.
And yet, it is an incomplete picture. While the Standard Model is outstanding in many
respects, it is also known to have its deficiencies. From the oscillations of the impossibly
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light neutrinos, to the “dark matter” that suffuses the universe, the work of the past decades
has increasingly uncovered phenomena for which the Standard Model alone is insufficient to
explain.
And so, where our existing explanation is insufficient, we begin the undertaking of developing
a better explanation. We expand our model. We tell a new story. We go beyond the Standard
Model. This dissertation presents a search for one such possible extension to the Standard
Model, using the data collected by the ATLAS detector at the CERN Large Hadron Collider.
We propose a new, light spin-0 particle a, to be observed in the decay of the Standard Model
Higgs boson to a final state with four bottom quarks, H → aa → bbbb. Such a particle
can fill many of the gaps in the Standard Model’s existing account, its simplistic properties
belying its rich phenomenology. By searching for the a and developing constraints on the
hypothesized model, we make our own small contribution to enriching the physicist’s story
of the world.
2
Chapter 2
Theory and Motivation
Ambitions to explore physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) must be grounded in a
firm understanding of the SM itself. To this end, I present a brief summary of the Standard
Model (SM) as it currently stands, as well as a number of unresolved problems in the theory
that motivate our search.
2.1 The Standard Model
Gradually developed and repeatedly tested over the past century, the Standard Model pro-
vides an inventory of all known elementary particles, as well as a quantitative description
of three of the four fundamental forces through which they interact (electromagnetism, the
weak interaction, and the strong interaction). As a quantum field theory, the SM envisions
particles as excitations of associated underlying fields. SM particles are divided into two
broad categories, distinguished by their spin— fermions carry half-integer spin, while bosons
possess integer spin. These groupings can also be roughly described as a division between
particles which make up matter (fermions) and particles which carry forces between particles
(bosons). A table detailing the quantum numbers of these elementary particles is depicted
in Figure 11.
Elementary (point-like, non-composite) fermions each carry spin = 1
2
, and can be further
divided into quarks and leptons. Quarks carry both electric and color charge, the latter
meaning they participate in strong interactions. Like all fermions, they also participate in
weak interactions. Quarks come in six separate flavors, sorted into three generations of
increasing mass (see Figure 2): up (u) and down (d), charm (c) and strange (s), and top
(t) and bottom (b). The “up-like” members of each generation (u, c, and t) possess electric
charge Q = +2
3
, while “down-like” quarks (d, s, and b) carry Q = −1
3
. All quarks also
1This plot is public domain, and was retrieved from
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Standard Model of Elementary Particles.svg.
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Figure 1: The SM inventory of elementary particles, sorted into fermionic matter particles
(quarks and leptons) and force carrying bosons.
possess an additional quantum number, the baryon number (B), the value of which is 1
3
for
all six flavors and is conserved in all observed SM interactions. Each type of quark also
carries an associated flavor quantum number, the sums of which are conserved in strong and
electromagnetic interactions, but is not respected in weak interactions.
Owing to the peculiar features of the strong interaction, it is experimentally impossible
to observe a lone, “bare” quark. Quarks (save for the t) immediately hadronize into quark-
composites called hadrons, classed as baryons (themselves fermions, made up of three quarks
and including such familiar particles as the proton and neutron) and mesons (bosonic parti-
cles formed from a quark—anti-quark pair). The masses of quarks vary greatly as one moves
down the generations, beginning with ∼ MeV masses for u and d (roughly one-thousandth
4
Figure 2: The inventory of Standard Model fermions, plotted by mass versus generation.
Adapted from a plot created by Steven Errede.
the mass of a proton) and culminating in the top quark’s mt ≈ 176 GeV (heavier than most
atoms). The top’s extremely large mass results in a very short life time, and as a result, it is
the only quark which decays before hadronizing; the lifetime of the top is shorter even than
the interaction timescale for the strong force.
Fermions which lack color charge are called leptons. Like quarks, leptons come in six fla-
vors sorted into three generations. Each generation contains a member with Q = −1 (the
electron, e, the muon, µ, and the tau, τ), as well as a light, charge-neutral neutrino. While
the charged leptons couple to both the electromagnetic and weak interactions, the neutrinos’
lack of color and electric charge means that they can only interact weakly. As a result, neu-
trinos require extremely specialized experimental setups in order to be directly detected. In
collider experiments like ATLAS, neutrinos are only observed through their absence. Because
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neutrinos leave no tracks and deposit no energy in the detector, collision events with neutri-
nos in the final state show an imbalance in energy/momentum, with this “missing energy”
then matched to neutrinos. Despite these differences, the charged and neutral lepton pair in
each generation shares a common lepton flavor quantum number, with one such number for
each generation (Le, Lµ, Lτ ). These quantum numbers are more stringently conserved than
their fermionic counterparts; all SM processes, EM, strong, and weak, appear to conserve
each of the lepton flavor quantum numbers individually.
Each SM fermion is complemented by an anti-fermion, a particle with the same mass as its
particle cousin but opposite charge. Anti-quarks/leptons also carry negative baryon/lepton
numbers. Though anti-fermions behave similarly to fermions in most respects, violations
of the CP-symmetry (Charge Conjugation Parity Symmetry, the supposition that the laws
of physics should be the same for a particle and its anti-particle counterpart in a mirrored
coordinate system) have been observed in weak-interaction loop processes. The implications
of this are discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.2.
Fermions interact with each other via the exchange of integer-spin bosons. Gauge bosons
function as “force carriers,” each of them associated with one of the underlying gauge sym-
metries of the SM that give rise to the fundamental forces. The massless photon (γ, spin = 1)
mediates electromagnetic interactions between electrically-charged particles, while the mas-
sive, spin = 1, W± and Z0 bosons are associated with the weak force which couples to all
fermions. An octet of color-charged, spin = 1, massless gluons carry the strong interaction,
binding quarks into hadrons. The SM gauge bosons are “vector” bosons in that each carries
a non-zero spin.
With the fermions and vector bosons accounted for, a massive, scalar (spin = 0) elementary
Higgs boson (h) completes the SM particle “zoo”. The Higgs boson, which plays a pivotal
role in the SM and motivates my analysis, is discussed in detail in Section 3.
2.1.1 The Electroweak Interaction
The electroweak interaction, the unified form of the electromagnetic and weak forces, is
communicated via the exchange of photons, W, and Z bosons. At low energies (i.e. those
that predominate outside of collider experiments), the unified electroweak force separates into
two distinct phenomena. The scattering of electrically charged particles is quantitatively
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described by Quantum Electrodynamics (QED), in which the charged particles exchange
momentum via the exchange of massless photons, a process which can occur over arbitrarily
large distances (hence the infinite range of the classic electric and magnetic forces). The
weak interaction couples in a vector-minus-axial-vector (V − A) fashion and interacts with
all particles which carry weak hypercharge (that is, all quarks and leptons). Because the
weak interaction is carried by massive W and Z bosons, weak interactions are limited to short
(i.e. intranuclear) distances, beyond which the massive gauge bosons decay. The limitations
imposed by massive gauge bosons also account for the relative weakness that gives the weak
interaction its name. Scattering processes with a massive propagator (such as the exchange
of a massive vector boson) are calculated from an amplitude which carries a M2boson term in
the denominator— such interactions are suppressed in proportion to the mass of the particle
being exchanged. For sufficiently high center of mass energies, by contrast, the suppression
from the mass term is handily outweighed and the electromagnetic and weak interactions
are of comparable strength. The energy scale on which this occurs (which is on the order
of 100 GeV ) is called the weak unification scale. Above this point, the electromagnetic and
weak interactions form a unified electroweak interaction.
2.1.2 The Strong Interaction
The strong force which binds quarks into hadrons is described by the theory of Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD), a consequence of the SU(3)C symmetry. The color charge carried
by quarks forms a color triplet (where each quark can be red, green, or blue), while the
strong gauge boson, the gluon, forms a color octet (with each of the eight possible gluon
states carrying a color and an anti-color). The strong interaction is characterized by its
asymptotic freedom, meaning the strength of the interaction tapers asymptotically to zero
for very short distances and blows up as the interacting particles pull further apart. This
behavior results in the phenomenon of color confinement (mentioned briefly in Section 2.1)—
it is impossible to isolate a lone quark. In nature, color-charged particles will always be
organized into color singlet composites, such as a baryon containing one quark of each color,
or a meson containing a color—anti-color pair. Smashing a hadron apart yields a shower of
other hadrons— due to the asymptotic profile of the strong force, a quark knocked loose from
a hadron gives rise to the production of many additional quark—anti-quark pairs, observed
in a detector as a jet of color neutral particles.
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2.1.3 The Higgs Mechanism
The overall symmetry of the SM is described by SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y , where SU(3)C
is color symmetry underlying the strong interaction and SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y corresponds to
the symmetries governing the electroweak interaction. While this symmetry is effective in
describing the three fundamental forces covered by the SM, it is still lacking a fundamental
piece of the puzzle: The fully symmetric SM Lagrangian lacks mass terms for its various
particles, while in reality, all particles excepting the photon and the gluon are observed to
possess nonzero mass. Indeed, the unbroken SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y forbids masses for fermions
and vector bosons. Ad hoc mass terms would link chiral-left and chiral-right states (since
particle mass is independent of its chirality), which will necessarily violate the SU(2)L gauge
symmetry.
This contradiction is resolved by the addition of one final field which provides a means to
spontaneously break our symmetry and generate the observed masses for our particles. That
field is the Higgs field, and its unique properties provide us with the necessary escape hatch.
The Higgs field was first proposed by Brout, Englert, and Higgs, who (following Ginzburg
and Landau) proposed the addition of a new scalar field, with a potential of the form
V (φφ∗) = λ(φφ∗)2 +m2φφ∗ (2.1)
for the simple U(1) case (note that this same method generalizes to the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y
scenario by adding a complex scalar doublet instead). This potential is manifestly U(1)
symmetric. Because V contains only terms of the form φφ∗, φ can take on an arbitrary phase
without issue. An interesting break occurs, however, when we require λ > 0 and m2 < 0,
yielding the famous “Mexican Hat Potential” (as pictured in Figure 3) characterized by a
local maximum at the center surrounded by a continuous ring of global minima at a radius
φφ∗ = −m2
2λ
. This potential is special in that it requires us to choose one of arbitrarily
many local minima to expand around as the physical ground state. We have an entire
indistinguishable locus of points to choose from, but there can only be one true vacuum,
picked out arbitrarily by nature. In this way, the Mexican Hat Potential forces a spontaneous
breaking of symmetry: The underlying Lagrangian of the theory is still symmetric, but the
realization of the ground state in nature requires expanding around one’s choice of one of
many equally viable possible vacua.
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Figure 3: The Higgs potential [1]. The rotationally symmetric valley of minima respects
the symmetry of the Lagrangian, while the arbitrary choice of a particular minimum point
to expand around spontaneously breaks that symmetry.
Following the implications of this process forward allow us to uncover our missing mass
terms. Indeed, shifting to measure the Lagrangian relative to the true minimum (that
is, making the substitution
√
φφ∗ → h +
√
−m2
2λ
) reveals a new term in our Lagrangian
which we can associate with the mass of a vector field. The spontaneous breaking of the
symmetry has given us our desired mass term without us mangling the Lagrangian via
ad hoc additions. The radial excitation of this Higgs field (that is, a perturbation of the
magnitude of the complex |φ|) corresponds to the Higgs boson, with a measured mass mh ≈
125 GeV , calculated vacuum expectation value (vev) φφ∗ ≈ 246 GeV , and quantum numbers
JPC = 0++. The previous discussion includes a slight simplification— in illustrating how
spontaneous symmetry breaking can arise from the addition of a field that respects the
symmetry of the Lagrangian, we have discussed the U(1) symmetry alone. By extending
this procedure to the case of the full SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y symmetry (through the addition of a
complex scalar doublet field), we can see that expanding around the (arbitrary, symmetry-
breaking vacuum) also produces mass terms for the weak vector bosons.
With the masses of the weak vector bosons established, the Higgs goes on to provide masses
to the various fermions by means of Yukawa interactions. Yukawa couplings describe the
terms which couple a scalar field (such as our Higgs field, φ) with Dirac spinor fields (the
type of field associated with fermions). Through this Yukawa interaction, the Higgs couples
to all massive particles (including itself), with stronger couplings corresponding to heavier
masses. Only the photon and gluons are excluded, consistent with the observation that the
Higgs is electrically neutral and lacks color charge.
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2.2 Beyond the Standard Model: A New Boson?
With the basics of the Standard Model established, we are now ready to look Beyond. The
SM has been a shocking triumph in most respects, vindicated again and again by experiments
probing ever higher energy scales. From its beginnings nearly a century ago in the theory
of quantum electrodynamics (QED), physicists have repeatedly succeeded in adapting and
expanding the SM to describe the physical world. When the Higgs mechanism was first
formulated in the 1960s and 70s, experiments had observed only the three lightest quarks,
and the only confirmed gauge boson was the photon. In the decades since, the inventory of
observed elementary particles has more than doubled, with each new discovery confirming
the SM’s predictions.
Despite its many experimental successes, the SM remains an incomplete description of the
world. It endeavors to describe only three of the four fundamental interactions, leaving out
gravity, which couples to everything and plays a central role in the dynamics of the universe.
While most of its predicted particles have had their properties confirmed by experiment, the
minimal SM’s assumption of massless neutrinos has since been contradicted by experiment,
as real neutrinos have now been observed to be a mixture of several low (but nonzero)
mass eigenstates. It contains several free parameters, among them the gauge couplings and
every last fermion mass, whose values are not predicted by the theory and instead must
be determined experimentally. Furthermore, it appears to be at odds with the large scale
composition of the universe, in which anti-matter is almost entirely absent and the total mass
of SM baryons is dwarfed by a massive dark sector entirely absent from the SM’s predictions.
These incongruities (and others like them) all reveal that the SM alone is incomplete. In
order to form a fuller understanding of the universe, we must devise some extension to the
SM.
Given its central significance to the SM and reletively recent experimental discovery, the
Higgs sector offers a rich avenue to search for the needed BSM physics. Though the Higgs
boson discovered in the first run LHC shows decays consistent with SM predictions, the small
number of decay modes observed and the limited precision of the measurements provide only
loose constraints on BSM decays. Indeed, as pictured in Figure 4, existing measurements
limit the fraction of exotic decays to . 34% [2–4]. Even with the full run of data from the
HL-LHC, we expect to be able to measure SM decays to only ∼ 10% precision [5]. Thus,
10
the search for exotic Higgs decays (at worst the ∼ 10% level) will remain interesting for the
lifetime of the LHC.
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Figure 4: (left) Ratio of the production cross section times branching ratio that best fits
available data for the various SM Higgs decay modes. The vertical line at µ (the signal
strength parameter) = 1 corresponds to the SM prediction. (right) Upper limit on the
branching ratio to as of yet unobserved decay modes of the Higgs boson compatible with
measurements of the Higgs couplings. The horizontal red line indicates the 95% confidence
interval, indicating that BSM processes could yet account for ∼ 34% of the Higgs branching
ratio.. These results are a combination of ATLAS and CMS results [4].
We are especially optimistic in our search for exotic Higgs decays because the SM-like Higgs
observed has an extremely narrow width. From the SM Higgs decay width Γh ' 4.07 MeV [6]
and the measured Higgs mass mh ≈ 125 GeV , we find Γhmh ' 3.3 × 10−5. SM Higgs decays
are suppressed due to various factors, with tree-level fermionic decays suppressed by small
Yukawa couplings and decays to di-boson final states suppressed by loop factors [7]. As a
result, even a small coupling to a new light exotic state can give rise to prominently visible
new decay modes.
The discussion thus far has been model-agnostic. To refine our motivation into a search for
something concrete, our analysis posits the existence of a new neutral spin-zero particle2
with mass < mh
2
(henceforth called a, or the a boson). Our proposed a boson forgoes
electromagnetic, weak, and strong interactions, instead interacting through the observed
Higgs boson via Yukawa-like couplings. Thus, we would expect an exotic Higgs decay of the
form H → aa. Each a then decays to a pair of SM fermions via a Yukawa-like interaction,
2Though the symbol “a” is traditionally associated with hypothesized pseudoscalars, our spinless boson
can in principle be CP odd or CP even, and our experiment is not sensitive to such a distinction.
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Figure 5: Feynman diagram showing Higgs decay to four SM fermions via an intermediary
aa pair. The vertex couplings of a to SM particles are assumed to have a similar form to
the SM Yukawa couplings, with a preferentially decaying to bb¯, the heaviest pair of quarks
kinematically allowed.
as pictured in Figure 53. Although more complicated exotic models are in principle possible,
a light, neutral, spinless a boson provides a simple place to start while still offering insight
into a number of open questions in physics, as discussed in Sections 2.2.1—2.2.3.
2.2.1 Dark Matter
While the Standard Model does an excellent job in describing much of the visible world, there
remains a significant portion of the universe’s composition that lies outside of the Standard
Model’s particle inventory. Measurements of gravitational effects in large-scale astronomical
structures (such as galactic rotation curves and gravitational lensing experiments) indicate
that luminous matter accounts for a mere 5% of the universe’s measured energy density [9].
The remaining 95% comprises the mysterious “Dark Sector”, a class of phenomena that
experience gravitational interactions but are transparent to electromagnetism. This sector
can further be divided into “Dark Matter” (DM) (cold, gravitating matter transparent to
electromagnetism) and “Dark Energy” (an exotic substance with large, negative pressure,
which drives the observed accelerating expansion of the universe). The existing inventory
3The Feynman diagrams throughout this document were illustrated using the tools of [8].
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of SM particles contains no credible candidates for the identity of these dark phenomena,
necessitating the introduction of new BSM particles.
This open question has become all the more timely with the observation by the Fermi Large
Area Telescope of an unexplained gamma ray excess from the Galactic Center [10–18], an
excess that defies SM predictions but can be explained by the addition of dark matter. While
our proposed a is not itself a dark matter candidate, it can still play an important role in
illuminating the issue. In the particle DM hypothesis, the observed γ excess arises from
the pair annihilation of DM particles. While DM itself does not couple to photons, it is
conceivable that BSM particles produced in DM pair annihilation could themselves decay to
EM-interacting SM matter, producing the measured excess of γ rays. Our a boson can serve
as a potential mediator, providing the necessary bridge from EM-transparent DM to luminous
matter, as in the example process depicted in Figure 6 (and indeed, the observed excess is
consistent with fermion—anti-fermion production from DM pair annihilation through a light
spin-zero particle [10–24]). While other astrophysical explanations for the γ ray excess have
also been proposed [25, 26], DM pair annihilation remains a compelling possibility, and
models describing the annihilation via a light spin-zero particle with Yukawa-like couplings
to SM fermions are as of yet unconstrained by previous collider and direct DM searches.
X
X
a
b
b¯
Figure 6: A Feynman diagram for hypothetical dark matter (X) pair annihilation to SM
fermions mediated by a light exotic scalar. The additional luminous SM fermions pro-
duced by XX annihilation can produce the excess electromagnetic radiation observed by
FermiLAT
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2.2.2 Baryogenesis
A new light (pseudo)scalar can also address the problem of baryogenesis. All heretofore ob-
served SM interactions conserve baryon number (B)— the difference in the number of quarks
and anti-quarks is the same before and after any SM interaction. If B were conserved for all
of history, this would suggest that the universe should be composed of equal parts matter
and anti-matter (or, more realistically, the universe would be composed nigh-exclusively of
radiation produced by the pair annihilation of the equal quantities of matter and anti-matter
particles produced symmetrically in the early universe). This conservation is greatly at odds
with the composition of the visible universe today, which consists exclusively of baryonic
matter. This observation suggests that the early universe must’ve experienced a process of
baryogenesis, in which some asymmetry allowed baryons to be produced in excess of their
anti-baryon counterparts. It has been observed [27] that any process of baryogenesis must
necessarily meet three conditions:
• Violation of baryon number,
• Violation of CP-symmetry, and
• An environment out of thermal equilibrium.
Observed SM interactions already allow for the second and third conditions, while viola-
tion of baryon number is possible in the SM during the era of the hot early universe prior
to the electroweak phase transition. Despite this, SM processes are unable to produce a
sufficient baryon—anti-baryon asymmetry to explain the universe’s observed baryon excess.
SM baryon number violations are predicted to occur through sphaleron transitions, which
are exponentially suppressed at low temperatures but accessible at higher temperatures in
which the electroweak symmetry is unbroken. Sphaleron interactions violate both B and
lepton number (L). However, because such interactions are equally likely to convert matter
to anti-matter and anti-matter to matter, they are unable to produce a net baryon excess.
Worse yet, statistics dictates that such interactions will tend to wipe out any pre-existing
excess of matter or anti-matter.
This issue can be resolved if we insert into the Higgs mechanism a new spin-zero parti-
cle, ensuring that the electroweak phase transition is first order. With a first order phase
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transition, the electroweak phase transition does not occur in all regions at once. Instead,
some (cooler) regions reach the electroweak phase transition sooner then their surround-
ings, leading the Higgs mechanism to produce bubbles of true vacuum (in which the Higgs
field has taken on its observed vacuum expectation value) surrounded by regions in which
electroweak symmetry breaking has yet to occur. This irregularity spontaneously breaks
P-symmetry, allowing known CP-violating SM processes to violate C-symmetry (and with
it, baryon number conservation). These C-violating processes can then produce an excess
of baryons in the bubbles of true vacuum, complimented by an excess of anti-baryons in
the surrounding hot “sea.” The anti-baryon excess in the hot region is swiftly consumed
by sphalerons as previously described. Within the pockets of true vacuum by contrast, the
bubble has cooled enough that sphaleron processes are heavily suppressed, with the happy
consequence that said sphalerons are unable to consume the net baryon excess produced
by C-violations. This is all possible due to the first-order nature of the electroweak phase
transition [28–33], which allows for regions of differing vacua to persist side by side for a
time. With the minor addition of a new (pseudo)scalar, the well-established SM process of
the electroweak phase transition can now account for the universe’s baryon excess.
2.2.3 The Hierarchy Problem and Higgs Naturalness
The addition of an a boson to the SM can also help address the Higgs naturalness problem,
which concerns the unexpectedly low value of the Higgs boson’s observed mass. Given the
SM Higgs potential, the mass of the Higgs boson is calculated as
m2h = 2µ
2 + δm2h
with the radiative correction term approximately given by
δm2h ' 34pi2 (−λ2t + g
2
4
+ g
2
8 cos2 θW
+ λ)Λ2
where λt is the top-quark Yukawa coupling (which dwarfs the Yukawa coupling contributions
from all other particles, here excluded), g is the SU(2) gauge coupling, θW is the weak mixing
angle, λ is the Higgs self-interaction, and Λ is an energy cut-off. Because λt is very large,
proper tuning of the cutoff Λ is necessary to suppress the corrections and bring mh in line
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with its measured value. To produce the observed Higgs mass of ≈ 125 GeV requires a
cutoff of Λ ∼ 1 TeV . If we are to believe our cutoff is physically motivated, this value
would suggest that the SM is only valid as an effective theory only up to the TeV scale, a
possibility overwhelmingly refuted by all experimental observations of TeV scale physics. As
it stands, there is no compelling physical motivation consistent with this calculated value of
Λ. Bringing the Higgs mass radiative corrections under control using the SM alone requires
an arbitrary fine tuning of parameters.
Rather than tuning the cutoff multiplicative factor, it is also possible to reduce δmh by
adding additional terms to the sum. This idea has long motivated attempts to extend the
SM via the addition of new symmetries, which would imply the existence of a new class of
particles complementing the SM inventory. In supersymmetric (SUSY) models, for example,
each SM particle is supplemented by the addition of a new superpartner which differs from
its SM counterpart by a half-integer’s worth of spin. These new particles would each add a
new Yukawa coupling term to δmh with comparable magnitude and opposite sign relative
to the Yukawa term of its SM partner. The equal and opposite addition of the contribution
from a top superpartner (stop) would cancel the large correction from the top itself, yielding
a smaller δmh without the need for an arbitrarily tuned cutoff.
Some theories of SUSY (such as the the Next-to-Minimal-Superymmetric SM) actually pre-
dict a new additional spin-zero particle, such as our proposed a boson. Beyond SUSY, our
search is also relevant to another class of theories, which attempt to solve the naturalness
problem via the addition of an exotic top partner that doesn not carry SM color charge. In-
stead of SUSY’s R-parity, these theories of “neutral naturalness” introduce particles charged
under a new, mirror color gauge group. Particles charged under this mirror-color interaction
hadronize into mirror-color-singlet states, just as particles charged under SM color form SM
hadrons. In many such theories of neutral naturalness, the lightest of these new hadrons is
a light scalar (JPC = 0++), the ground state glueball G0 (so-called because it is a bound
state formed exclusively from mirror gluons, lacking valence quarks). By including a neutral
naturalness interaction, an exotic Higgs can decay to four fermions through a pair of such
exotic scalars, via the process h → GG → ffff (where G denotes exotic glueballs) [34,
35], a more specific case of our own more general Higgs decay to four fermions via a pair
of spin-zero exotic intermediaries. Our search for a Higgs decay H → aa → bbbb can thus
constrain theories of supersymmetry and neutral naturalness alike, by probing the branching
fraction of the Higgs to a pair of light spin-zero particles predicted by these theories.
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Chapter 3
The LHC and the ATLAS Detector
In order to understand the methods used in our analysis, we must first understand the
experimental apparatus used. To this end, the following sections detail the LHC collider
which produces our physics events and the ATLAS detector which measures them.
3.1 The LHC
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the most powerful and ambitious collider experiment
ever built. Housed in a network of tunnels 100 meters beneath the French-Swiss border, the
LHC accelerator ring measures 27 kilometers in circumference and is capable of accelerating
protons to 99.999999990% of the speed of light. These protons are then collided with a center-
of-mass energy
√
s = 14 TeV and a peak instantaneous luminosity of 1.2 × 1034cm−2s−1.
The high energy and luminosity achieved provide excellent opportunities for both precision
tests of the Standard Model, and for searches for exotic BSM particles.
Those opportunities have already been realized in several exciting discoveries. In 2012, LHC
particle collisions at last enabled the empirical confirmation of the Higgs boson [36, 37], the
capstone to the SM which had evaded observation for nearly fifty years since first being pre-
dicted. The extreme heat and density achieved through heavy ion collisions enable probing
of quark-gluon plasma states [38], providing an experimental window into the dynamics of
the early universe. Experiments at the LHC have also succeeded in identifying a number of
previously unobserved hadrons, including particles having properties consistent with exotic
tetra- and penta-quark states [39–41].
LHC collisions are observed and recorded at four experiments situated around the ring:
ALICE (which studies heavy ion collisions), LHCb (which is optimized for processes involving
b -quarks), CMS, and ATLAS (both of which are designed for general purpose). Because
this analysis uses data provided by the ATLAS experiment, we now should review ATLAS
itself before going further.
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Figure 7: The schematic layout of the LHC, showing the path of the beams and the
positions of the four major experiments [42].
3.2 The ATLAS Detector
Bunches of protons accelerated by the LHC are collided at the center of the ATLAS (A
Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) detector, which is designed to measure the resulting hard scat-
tering. Measuring 46 meters in length and 25 meters in diameter and weighing approximately
7000 tonnes, ATLAS is one of two general purpose experiments at the LHC (the other being
the Compact Muon Solenoid, CMS). ATLAS is designed to study a large variety of high
energy physical phenomena while maintaining high degrees of precision, resolution, and effi-
ciency. Getting the best understanding of the collision products observed requires a complex
experimental setup built by combining several specialized subsystems in concentric layers:
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The Inner Detector at the core (which tracks the motion of charged particles inside a super-
conducting solenoid-sourced magnetic field), the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters
(which measure energy deposits from electromagnetically and strong interaction particles,
respectively), and an outer layer consisting of the Muon Spectrometer (specialized for the
detection of muons, which interact only sparsely with the calorimetry). The various ATLAS
subsystems are described in Sections 3.2.2—3.2.6, while a diagram of ATLAS is presented
in Figure 8. Table 1 shows the general performance specifications for the detector, broken
down by subsystem.
Figure 8: Diagram of the ATLAS detector and its subsystems [43].
3.2.1 The ATLAS Coordinate System
The right-handed coordinate system used to describe the ATLAS experimental environment
sets the origin at the center of the detector, at the nominal interaction point of the colliding
pp pair. The z-axis lies along the beam line, with +zˆ pointing in the direction of the
beam which circulates through the LHC in the counter-clockwise direction (when viewed
from the sky). +xˆ points towards the center of the LHC ring, while +yˆ points up towards
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Detector Component Required Resolution η Coverage
Measurement Trigger
Tracking σpT /pT = 0.05%pT ⊕ 1% ±2.5
EM Calorimetry σE/E = 10%/
√
E ⊕ 0.7% ±3.2 ±2.5
Hadronic Calorimetry
Barrel and End-Cap σE/E = 50%/
√
E ⊕ 3% ±3.2 ±3.2
Forward σE/E = 100%/
√
E ⊕ 10% 3.1 < |η| 3.1 < |η|
< 4.9 < 4.9
Tracking σpT /pT = 10% at pT = 1 TeV ±2.7 ±2.4
Table 1: General performance for the ATLAS detector [43]. E and pT are measured in
units of GeV, while the pseudorapidity variable η is defined as η ≡ − ln(tan θ2).
the surface of the earth above the detector cavern. The polar angle θ is measured from
the beam axis, while the azimuthal angle φ is measured in the transverse (x − y) plane.
Rather than using the θ of cylindrical coordinates directly, it is frequently preferred to use
the pseudorapidity, η ≡ − ln(tan θ
2
), running from η = 0 in the x − y plane to η = ±∞
on the ±z axis; for particles with masses comparable to their momenta (such as the top
quark and the massive vector bosons), the rapidity y ≡ 1
2
ln(E+pz
E−pz ) may be used instead.
The momentum pT is defined as the projection of the three-momentum ~p into the x − y
plane, so that pT = |~p| sin θ. While the notion a vector projection is a familiar concept, it is
also useful in a collider experiment to consider a ”transverse” energy, ET ≡ E sin θ. When
discussing the distances between particles, as when measuring the separation between final
state particles or gathering a shower of particles into a jet, these separations are described
in terms of their angular distance ∆R, where ∆R ≡√(∆φ)2 + (∆η)2.
3.2.2 The Magnet System
ATLAS measures the momenta of charged particles by immersing the tracking detectors in
strong magnetic fields. The resulting bending of the particle flight paths enables the calcu-
lation of the particles’ momenta, since the momentum of a relativistic particle is inversely
related to its curvature due to the Lorentz force. The magnetic fields required to achieve
the desired deflections for relativistic particles requires the use of a system of four super-
conducting magnets. The inner solenoid forms a layer between the Inner Detector and the
calorimeters, producing a 2 Tesla coaxial magnetic field throughout the tracking volume of
the Inner Detector. The toroidal magnetic field for the Muon Spectrometer is produced by
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a barrel toroid magnet composed of eight barrel loops threaded through the spectrometer,
along with a pair of toroidal endcap magnets. The field strength in the muon tracking volume
is nonuniform, but has an average value of 0.5 Tesla.
3.2.3 Inner Detector Tracking
The Inner Detector consists of a series of concentric cylindrical shells, with an inner radius
a few centimeters from the beam axis, and outer radius of 1.2 meters, and a length of 6.2
meters. The Inner Detector is surrounded by the solenoid magnet, which provides a uniform
magnetic field of 2 Tesla directed in the +z direction. The inner detector is itself partitioned
into three subsystems: The inner Pixel Detector, the outermost Transition Radiation Tracker
(TRT), and the Semi-Conductor Tracker (SCT) between the two. The detecting material
for the Pixel and SCT is semiconducting silicon. The Pixel Detector’s 50µm× 400µm pixel
size allows for excellent spatial resolution, while the longer strips which make up the SCT
allow for tracking over a longer area while maintaining comparable accuracy. The TRT,
which detects charged particles by using straws of ionizing gas rather than semiconducting
materials, is less precise than the inner elements.
As a charged particle passes through the inner detector, it registers a series of hits in space
and time, from which we are able to reconstruct a track representing the particle’s trajectory.
Because charged particles are deflected by the coaxial magnetic field, we can use the shape
of a particle’s track to calculate that particle’s momentum. Altogether, the Inner Detector
provides tracking of charged particles in the range |η| < 2.5. The layout and composition of
the Inner Detector is pictured in Figure 9.
3.2.4 ATLAS Calorimetry
Surrounding the superconducting solenoid magnet with full azimuthal coverage about the
beam axis, the ATLAS sampling calorimeters measure the kinetic energy carried by outgoing
collision products. Particles flying through the detector from the interaction point first pass
through the electromagnetic Liquid Argon (LAr) Calorimeter, which is optimized to receive
energy deposits from electrons and photons and covers the pseudorapidity range |η| < 3.2.
The LAr system provides excellent resolution in measuring particle energies and locations,
as well as extremely reliable particle identification.
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Figure 9: Diagram of the ATLAS Inner Detector [43]. The straw and semiconducting
detectors allow ATLAS to track charged particles as they fly out from the collision center.
Encasing the EM detector is the Tile Hadronic Calorimeter (TileCal), which draws its name
from the many scintillating tiles in which it registers particle energy deposits. TileCal is
chiefly designed to measure the kinetic energies of hadronic objects (jets), but can also pick
up very energetic electrons which lost little energy in the EM layer; more generally, Tile
excels at containing and measuring high energy showers. Tile’s sampling cells cover the
pseudorapidity range within |η| < 1.7. While generally effective, practical realization of a
detector of the necessary size (8 meters in diameter and 12 meters in length) required the
hadronic calorimeter to incorporate some compromises in its design, leaving it with lower
spatial resolution when compared to LAr. The workings of the Tile Calorimeter for very
large energy depositions is discussed in more detail in Section 4.
To provide coverage for particles with large pZ , the ATLAS calorimetry is rounded out
with a system of endcap and far forward calorimeters, which together extend pseudorapidity
coverage to |η| < 4.9.
A diagram of the total ATLAS calorimetry subsystems (LAr and Tile) is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Diagram of the ATLAS calorimeters [43]. Together, the LAr and Tile calorime-
ters record the energies for particles produced in collision events. The Inner Detector of
Section 3.2.3 fits into the central cavity inside the LAr system.
3.2.5 The Muon Spectrometer
Muons are minimizing-ionizing particles; except in rare cases of catastrophic scattering,
they typically leave little energy in the EM and hadronic calorimeters. To account for
these otherwise elusiveyou particles, the outermost layer of ATLAS’s nested subsystems
is comprised of the Muon Spectrometer, specialized exclusively in identifying, triggering,
and tracking muons. The subtleties of dealing with muons requires a massive detection
volume, with the inner radius of the detector extending 8.25 meters from the beam axis
(4.25 meters outside of TileCal) and the outer radius reaching to the outer radius of ATLAS,
11 meters from the beam line. Muon tracks curve due to the field from the toroidal magnets
(described in Section 3.2.2); while nonuniform, the field lies approximately parallel to the
beamline. Reconstructed muon tracks are used to calculate the muons’ momenta, using
the same principle as employed for the lighter particles tracked in the inner detector. Total
tracking coverage extends to |η| < 2.7, while precision measurements are possible for particles
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within |η| < 2.5 when associated with inner detector activity. A diagram of the Muon
Spectrometer is shown in Figure 11
Figure 11: Diagram of the ATLAS Muon Spectrometer [43]. Note the extensive size as
compared to the other subsytems (which fit into the central cavity excluded on the dia-
gram); the large detection volume helps to measure muons, which typically evade detection
by the inner subsystems.
3.2.6 Trigger and Data Acquisition
Given the unmanageable rate of pp collisions occuring in ATLAS (' 1 billion per second),
a robust triggering system is required to filter the massive input down to a sample small
enough to record. This is accomplished via the ATLAS Trigger and Data Acquisition System
(TDAQ). TDAQ achieves its reductions by applying selection criteria to incoming events in
a three step process. The first step, the Level 1 Trigger (L1), operates at the hardware level,
and reduces the number of events by a factor of 400. Level 2 Trigger (L2) cuts are handled
via software, which run on a computing farm of about 500 dual pc processors. Cuts at this
level provide another reduction by a factor of 30. Surviving events are then passed to another
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computer farm (about three times the size of L2’s), which achieves one last reduction factor
of 15, yielding a total reduction from the input rate by a factor of about 1.8× 105. Having
throttled the input rate by rejecting a huge portion of uninteresting background events,
TDAQ finally records and stores the surviving 320 Mbyte per second flow of data.
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Chapter 4
Tile Saturation Studies
The Tile Calorimeter measures the kinetic energy depositions of particles by using sampling
cells, with alternating radially oriented layers of iron plates acting as absorbers and scintil-
lating plastic tiles serving as the active material. When particles produced in pp collisions
impact the cells, the scintillating tiles release a shower of photons in proportion to the amount
of energy absorbed. These photons are then transported along optical fibers into photomul-
tiplier tubes, which generates an analog pulse by amplifying the incoming light. The analog
signals are finally converted to digital readouts for further processing, reconstructing a pulse
over the course of seven samplings spaced 25 nanoseconds (one bunch crossing) apart.
As is the case in any digital storage schema, the amount of information retained is dependent
on the number of bits available. The Tile Analog to Digital Converters (ADC) are ten bits
each, imposing a hard ceiling on the amount of energy that can be read out by a cell for any
given event. As one of the chief virtues of the LHC is its promise of probing the high energy
frontier, it becomes necessary to consider whether our readout equipment is up to the task. In
light of this consideration, I performed a study for the ATLAS Tile Calorimeter investigating
the rate and makeup of “saturation” events with cell energies too high to reconstruct in our
detector. This study and my findings are presented in the remainder of this chapter.1
4.1 Introduction to ADC Saturation
The ATLAS Tile Hadronic Calorimeter consists of two Long Barrel (LBA and LBC) and
two Extended Barrel (EBA and EBC) partitions, with each partition further divided into
64 modules spaced evenly in φ. Each Long Barrel module contains 45 PMTs, while each
1Parts of this chapter were previously published as [44]. Although the plots and words are my own, this
study would not have been possible without the support and guidance of Steve Errede, Sasha Solodkov, Oleg
Solovyanov, and the late Irene Vichou. Additional thanks are owed to Claire Antel from Level1 Calo for
pointing me towards the plots of BIB activity over time.
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Extended Barrel module holds 32. Energy deposited in the scintillating tiles produces sig-
nals which are passed through a bi-gain amplifier. The low gain channel is specialized for
reconstructing very energetic objects (such as jets), while the high gain setting is useful for
objects which interact minimally with the detector (such as muons). These signals are then
digitized using 10-bit ADCs (running from all bits false at 0 to 210 − 1 = 1023 when all bits
are true), with each bit covering a certain range in energy. The choice of discrete energy
range covered by each bit imposes limits on both our maximum discernible energy and the
resolution of our energy measurements. Smaller dynamic range improves detector resolution,
but it also imposes a ceiling on the maximum energies it is possible to reconstruct. When
the energy in a channel is sufficiently high, all ten bits are set to on and the ADC channel
saturates, effecting a maximum readable energy and inhibiting energy reconstruction. While
energetic objects such as jets are expected to routinely saturate the high gain channel (which
is optimized for much softer signals), a sufficiently energetic object can also blow out the low
gain channel, potentially impeding the detector’s capacity to reconstruct high energy events.
As an example of what a saturated channel looks like, consider Figure 12, which depicts
the ADC readout for a single channel in a beam splash event. A beam splash event is
generated by accelerating LHC protons into a tightly closed collimator upstream of the
detector. The protons splash against the closed collimater and wash over the detector,
flooding the entirety of the apparatus with energy signals far in excess of those produced in
controlled pp collisions. This process typically serves as a check that the readouts from all
detector subsystems are properly synchonized, but for our purposes, the extreme energies
involved provide a guaranteed saturation. Our study examines physics collision events to
find channels showing a similar profile.
Clever reconstruction methods allow us to expand the “effective” ADC range without making
real modifications to hardware [45]. However, these recovery methods have their limits—
as the number of saturated ADC samples within an event increases, the fidelity of the
reconstruction degrades rapidly [46]. Consequently, frequent ADC saturations have the
possibility to disrupt ATLAS investigation of events with high energy objects. If the number
of saturations scales with integrated luminosity, this problem will only grow worse as LHC
luminosity increases. If such is the case, it may be necessary to increase the ADC dynamic
range to better accommodate higher cell energies, even though doing so will mean a loss of
resolution. To evaluate whether doing so would be appropriate, we have conducted a study
of events with ADC saturation during LHC Run 2 thus far, covering all of 2015 and up
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Figure 12: A saturated channel from a beam splash event. Note the plateau in the ADC
at the ADC threshold (1023)
through mid-August 2016, supplementing the previous investigation of saturations in 2012
data conducted during Run 1 [47]. We consider the total number of ADC saturated events,
the relationship between saturation and integrated luminosity, and possible causes of the
saturation phenomena.
4.2 Tile ADC Saturation Studies
For our study, we limit ourselves to events from the 2015 and 2016 CalJet streams. The
CalJet stream automatically collects all events that include one or more high energy jets.
Although the stream is not expected to include every single ADC saturation recorded by
ATLAS, high energy jets are expected to be the primary culprit in collision event saturations.
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4.2.1 Incidence of Saturation
4.2.1.1 Energy Thresholds and Saturation Counts
The ADC saturations that are of interest to us occur when a large amount of energy is
concentrated in an individual cell, overwhelming the ADC readout. Accordingly, we begin
by filtering over our stream to keep only those events that contain at least one cell that
meets a high energy threshold. The results of this filtering, for stricter and stricter energy
requirements, is collected in Table 2, and presented graphically in Figure 13.
Cell Energy Threshold Number of Events (2015) Number of Events(2016)
500 864 2532
600 670 1545
700 552 1106
800 458 847
900 388 683
1000 326 534
1500 104 163
Table 2: Counts of Events in our sample filtered by Cell Energy Threshold
In both years of our study, the count of surviving events post-filter decays roughly exponen-
tially with our energy threshold. Going forward, we further examine the collections of events
that passed at least the 500 GeV cut. Such an energy concentrated in a single cell is already
sufficient to cause ADC saturation, so more stringent filtering on cell energy runs the risk
Figure 13: Number of Events filtered by Cell Energy, 2015 (left) and 2016 (right).
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of excluding several saturated events. After the initial filter, our 2015 sample contains 864
sufficiently high energy events, compared to the 2016 sample’s 2532.
For our events with sufficiently high (500 GeV) cell energy, we now loop channel by channel
for each event, flagging all those events that contain at least one saturated (1023) bunch
crossing; we define a saturated event as an event that contains at least one saturated bunch
crossing. In this way, we determine the total number of saturated events in the stream. For
2015, we find 221 saturated events, while for 2016, we have 176 such events.
4.2.1.2 Saturation Rates
The raw number of saturations, however, is of little interest to us. More illuminating to
consider is the rate of saturated events, determined by dividing the count of saturated events
by the total integrated luminosity recorded by ATLAS. Any event showing characteristics of
high energy jets is sorted into the CalJet Stream. Said events are saved regardless of whether
or not the runs containing them meet the standards of the Good Runs List. Accordingly,
our saturation rates are calculated using the total integrated luminosity recorded by ATLAS,
rather than the smaller portion of the luminosity deemed acceptable for Physics. For Run
2 in 2015, ATLAS recorded 3.8 fb−1 of 13 TeV pp collisions, with 221 saturated events,
yielding a 2015 saturation rate of 56.67±3.81 saturated events per fb−1. At the time of this
study in 2016, ATLAS had recorded 20.7 fb−1 of 13 TeV pp collisions, with 176 saturated
events, yielding a saturation rate of 8.5±0.64 saturated events per fb−1. Given the mismatch
in rates, we conclude that the incidence of ADC saturations is independent of integrated
luminosity.
4.2.2 Saturation Causes
Having counted the number of saturation events, we now consider the question of their causes.
ADC saturations can be sorted into three possible origins: Data corruption, extraneous
particles, and collision physics sources. Among these, data corruption is not present in
our sample. When data corruption occurs, it affects all channels across the aﬄicted Data
Management Unit (DMU), and the energy for the DMU is masked. Because our sample was
first filtered to select for high cell energy, events with masked energy are excluded by our
first cut. Instead, our events are fully described by the latter two origins. We discern the
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causes of the saturations by examining the events using the Atlantis Display. Because the
derived physics data files in the CalJet Stream contain only Tile information, our displays
lack particle tracks. Despite this, examining the size and distribution of the calorimeter
energy deposits in the displays can give us sufficient insight to discern the causes of the
saturations.
4.2.2.1 Saturations from Non-Collision Backgrounds
The overwhelming majority of our saturation events show features consistent with non-
collision backgrounds. This is to say that the saturating energy was deposited by some
extraneous particle which entered from somewhere outside the detector. In our sample,
these extraneous particles chiefly emerge from beam induced backgrounds (BIB), which
travel parallel to the LHC beam and streak through the in the ±zˆ. Saturations from BIB
account for more than 90% of our saturation events in both 2015 and 2016. Such particles
are characterized by a minimum ionizing streak of low energy calorimeter hits across the
length of the detector, and when such a BIB particle carries sufficiently high energy, it can
saturate a channel by scattering off an iron atom in the calorimeter. Further distinguishing
these events as background is their characteristically poor timing. While particles from the
collision center are timed such that their ADC pulses peak on the fourth bunch crossing,
energy deposits from external sources show no such consistency in their arrival time. Further
insight can be gained from the timing of the energy deposits along the minimum ionizing
streak. As shown in Figure 14, the timing of the hits across the streak shifts as the BIB
makes its way across the length of the detector, allowing us to chart the path of the BIB in
time and space
A small handful of saturation events (fewer than five in 2016) are attributable to another
external source: Cosmic muons. When cosmic rays scatter in the atmosphere, they can
produce showers of pions, and the daughter muons from pion decays impact the surface of the
earth. Some of these muons even penetrate the earth’s surface and reach the ATLAS detector,
and, for a muon of sufficiently high energy, can produce saturation via hard bremsstrahlung
or deep inelastic scattering off of an iron nucleus. An event from a saturating cosmic muon
shows features consistent with the displays in Figures 15 and 16. Like a BIB, a cosmic muon
can produce a minimum ionizing streak of lower energy deposits in the calorimeter pointing
towards the saturated cell. Unlike the BIB, a cosmic muon’s streak will not be parallel to the
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Figure 14: A typical BIB saturation event. The Atlantis viewer provides a visualization
of energy deposits throughout the detector, and can also display the ADC samples pulse
asociated with each channel. Note the minimum ionizing streak here, shifting in time and
pointing towards the saturated cell—this suggests a particle streaking through the detector
parallel to the beam.
Figure 15: A typical muon saturation event. Though there is more than one sizable energy
deposit, the opening angle is far too small for a di-jet pair.
beam line, instead slashing across the detector at any number of possible angles, depending
on the muon’s point of origin in the atmosphere.
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Figure 16: A closer look at the lego plot for the muon saturation event in Figure 15. From
this angle, we can see the streak of low energy hits connecting the two larger deposits (the
x-axis wraps around to φ = 0 at φ = 360 degrees, tracking the path of the muon as it slices
across the detector at an angle.
4.2.2.2 QCD Physics Di-Jets
Though the backgrounds overwhelmingly dominate our sample, we do have a small number
saturations due to QCD di-jets: Two in the 2015 sample, and twelve in 2016. Among the
twelve events in 2016, six are saturated in high gain, with all affected cells located in the
gap/crack region of the calorimeter. We discard these six events, since the saturations are
due to gain switching issues (which are especially prominent in the gap/crack, due to the
region’s high exposure to pile-up) rather than the truly high jet energies that are necessary
to saturate the low gain. Unlike the non-collision backgrounds, true di-jet saturations (that
is, in low gain) are of interest to us because they come from events that may be useful
for physics research. We hope, if possible, to successfully reconstruct the energies for these
events, despite the ADC saturation. A reasonable reconstruction of the pulse in the sat-
urated cell remains in reach so long as no more than one bunch crossing is saturated. So
long as this is the case, it is still possible to accurately reconstruct the cell energy using a
fit method which reconstructs the saturated crossing using information from non-saturated
samples [46][48]; reconstructions of Charge Injection Survey events with a single saturated
bunch crossing have been shown to maintain the expected Energy/Charge linearity to within
3%, though attempting to reconstruct additoinal saturated samples yields sharply diminish-
ing returns [46]. ADC plots for the saturated channels in each of the di-jet saturation events
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Figure 17: A di-jet saturation event from the 2015 sample. Di-jets are typified by two
large energy deposits of comparable size in the display separated in φ. The pulse for the
saturated channel (corresponding to PMT 42) is nicely peaked at the fourth bunch crossing,
further confirming the saturating particle’s origin in the collision center.
are collected in Appendix B.
4.2.2.3 Physics Di-Jet Rates
As discussed in Section 4.2.1.2, saturation rates from 2015 and 2016 show that the incidence
of saturations does not scale with integrated luminosity. This is consistent with the principal
sources of ADC saturation considered in Section 4.2.2.1. The vast majority of our saturation
events, 219 out of 221 in 2015 and 164 of 176 in 2016, are attributable to non-collision
backgrounds, which are expected to be luminosity-independent, instead arising from other,
time-dependent factors such as vacuum conditions in the accelerator pipe (which improved
significantly due to upgrades heading into 2016) or conditions in the upper atmosphere.
Given this, it is no surprise that ADC saturations largely occur independent of the integrated
luminosity recorded by the detector.
However, the incidence of saturations due to real collision physics (in our case, QCD di-jet
events) should scale with the integrated luminosity. Greater integrated luminosity means
more di-jet events, and more di-jet events overall means a greater absolute number of di-
jet events in the high energy tail, some of which go on to saturate our ADC. To test this
proposition, we again calculate the saturation rates for both years, this time counting only
events saturated by high energy jets. In 2015, we had two such events in 3.8 fb−1 of 13 TeV
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Figure 18: Total Number of Saturated Channels by Partition, 2015 (Left) and 2016 (Right)
pp collisions, yielding a 2015 low gain di-jet saturation rate of 0.52±0.36 saturated events
per fb−1. In 2016, we had six total low gain di-jet saturation events in 20.7 fb−1 of data, for
a saturation rate of 0.29±0.12. As expected, the two rates quite nearly agree. The relatively
large uncertainties arise from the very low numbers of events.
4.2.3 Saturation Trends
In addition to the rates of ADC saturation for each year, it is also instructive to consider
the distribution of the cell saturations throughout the detector. Clustering of saturations in
certain regions in space could point to possible detector issues, or help us to better understand
the source of the saturations.
4.2.3.1 Locations of ADC Saturations within Tile
In pinning down the locations of the ADC saturations for 2015 and 2016, we begin by
investigating the comparative incidence of saturations in each of the Tile Calorimeter’s four
partitions. In both years of our study, the number of saturations in each partition is roughly
comparable (within an order of magnitude), with no one partition showing an extreme excess
or dearth of saturations. However, the 2016 saturations show a clear slope across the detector,
with the number of ADC saturations peaking in EBA and tailing off towards EBC. Such a
slope could suggest an irregularity in vacuum purity on the A side of the accelerator pipe,
allowing additional background particles to scatter in the A side of the detector.
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Figure 19: Counts of Saturated Events by Module and Channel for LBA, 2015 (Left) and
2016 (Right)
Figure 20: Counts of Saturated Events by Module and Channel for LBC, 2015 (Left) and
2016 (Right)
We also consider the incidence of saturations within each partition. The lego plots in Figures
X-Y show the number of ADC saturation events within each partition, plotted by module
and partition number. A prominent trend emerges in the 2015 Long Barrel plots: 2015
ADC saturations for LBA and LBC are dominated by the cluster of modules running from
30-36, corresponding to the region around φ = pi, on the outer edge of the accelerator ring
in the horizontal plane. This effect is not obviously present for the 2016 sample or the 2015
Extended Barrel, but that apparent absence may be due to the lower statistics in those
regions.
Because we have determined that the bulk of our saturations arise due to time-varying
backgrounds, we can glean further insight by considering the incidence of saturations in time
as well as in space. To this end, Figure 23 plots the cumulative number of saturations by
Run Number throughout both years. Run Number is an admittedly imperfect metric, since
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Figure 21: Counts of Saturated Events by Module and Channel for EBA, 2015 (Left) and
2016 (Right)
Figure 22: Counts of Saturated Events by Module and Channel for EBC, 2015 (Left) and
2016 (Right)
runs are non-uniform in both duration and integrated luminosity recorded, but it nonetheless
allows us to get a handle on when saturations are occurring. In both years, we note that the
slope is non-constant across runs, with long plateaus alternating with sudden upticks in the
saturation count. This suggests that the saturating background particles arise from issues
affecting particular runs, an idea discussed in more detail in the following subsection.
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Figure 23: Cumulative number of saturated channels by Run Number, 2015 (left) and 2016
(right). Note that the domain of the plot only covers runs in which saturations occurred;
pulling back, we’d see another long plateau on the right end of the graphs.
4.2.3.2 Probable Causes of Saturation Clustering
The clustering of saturations in φ in the 2015 Long Barrel is particularly interesting, as the
affected region (i.e. the horizontal plane) is particularly exposed to BIB. Pressure bumps
at a distance 158 m down the accelerator pipe produce bunches of BIB narrowly focused
in the horizontal plane. [49] This is consistent with the clustering of saturations we see in a
narrow band of φ in the horizontal plane.
Further, Level1 Calo reported a sudden increase in BIB in September 2015 (as pictured in
Figure 14). The effect was first observed in Run 278912. As previously depicted in Figure 12,
Run 278912 coincided with the first large spike in ADC saturations in 2015. Future studies
will presumably show similar correlations in 2016 data. The locations of the saturations in
the detector, the symptoms observed in the calorimeter displays, and the timing of the BIBs
Figure 24: Effect of beam pipe pressure bumps on calorimeter activit[49]. Note that
pressure irregularities at 158 m produce effects in the calorimeter in the horizontal plane,
the same region where many of our saturations were clustered.
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Figure 25: Cumulative number of saturated channels by Run Number in 2015 (left) and
BIB activity by Run Number (right). Note that the Runs with the steepest saturation
slope in the left plot correspond to the Run Numbers with high BIB activity in the right
plot.
observed by Level1 all corroborate our observation that the dominant cause of Tile ADC
saturations lies with BIB.
4.3 Saturation Study Conclusions
Year Overall Saturation Rate LG Di-Jet Saturation Rate
(Events per fb−1) (Events per fb−1)
2015 56.67±3.81 0.52±0.36
2016 8.5±0.64 0.29±0.12
Table 3: Saturation Rates Summarized
Having examined the ADC saturation events in the 2015 and 2016 CalJet streams, we con-
clude that ADC saturations are unlikely to seriously impede future ATLAS data taking.
Most saturations arise due to luminosity-independent, physically uninteresting accelerator
backgrounds, and while the incidence of QCD physics di-jet saturations shows tentative ev-
idence for scaling with luminosity, the number is still far too small to meaningfully disrupt
operations; the low rate of QCD di-jet saturations is consistent with that expected during
the design phase of the calorimeter, and can safely be ignored. We conclude that the current
outlook for ADC saturations does not justify increasing the ADC dynamic range. Better
measuring the small handful of di-jet events is not worth the tradeoff in detector resolu-
tion, especially because most di-jet saturation events can still be reconstructed using the fit
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method. Barring unforseen complications, the current Tile ADC dynamic range should be
sufficiently robust for the years to come.
ADC plots for each saturated channel for real (low gain, collision jet-sourced) saturation
events in our sample, as well as tables summarizing the number of saturations for each Tile
cell, are available in Appendix B.
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Chapter 5
Data Sample and Event Preselection
With our confidence in our calorimetry restored, we now return to the main topic of this
thesis: The search for an exotic (pseudo)scalar a using a H → aa→ bbbb signal.
Before we proceed to discussing our strategy for this search, it is necessary to describe the
properties of the data sample and events we use to conduct our search. This analysis is
conducted using the combined 2015-2016 pp collision dataset recorded by the ATLAS ex-
periment, with center of mass energy
√
s = 13 TeV and 25 nanosecond bunch spacing (the
separation in time between consecutive bunches of protons passing the interaction point).
Only events for which the detector was operating optimally are considered— we require
stable beam conditions, and that all detector subsystems are operational. The total inte-
grated luminosity recorded for such events in the 2015 run comes to 3.21296 fb−1, while
the integrated luminosity for the 2016 datasets totals 33.2572 fb−1, for a combined total of
36.47016 fb−1 worth of “good runs” for 2015-2016.
5.1 Triggering on Leptons
From this dataset of good runs, we trigger on candidate events using single lepton triggers (for
both electrons and muons). These triggers evaluate lepton candidate objects by considering
a variety of observable parameters that characterize real, isolated leptons. The triggers
also set a minimum pT threshold the lepton must pass to make the cut for our sample. To
maximize our acceptance, we ask only that an event pass one of several possible triggers with
different pT thresholds. While a trigger with a low pT threshold (≥ 24 GeV ) might na¨ıvely be
expected to pick up all events that would be selected by a trigger with a higher pT threshold
(≥ 60 GeV ), in practice, the low pT triggers include additional isolation requirements that
result in lower trigger efficiency for higher pT leptons. As such, we also include the higher pT
triggers as an alternative selection criterion. Taken together, the multiple triggers provide
the best possible efficiency over the full range of possible lepton pT .
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Beyond the pT cut, a short discussion of the triggers’ other selection criteria (following the
discussion of [50]) is also informative. In the case of electrons, the triggers are designed to
recognize objects with features consistent with those expected for an isolated electron weak
boson decay. One feature common to all electron triggers is a check for hadronic “leakage.”
For example, suppose we identify a cluster of closely packed energy deposits in the EM
calorimeter—this is a feature typically used to reconstruct an electron. However, if we add
up the ET for that cluster and find that it’s not big enough relative to the ET recorded in
the hadronic calorimeter, then it’s possible we could be looking at a jet instead. As a result
of that ambiguity, the object identified with that EM cluster would not pass our electron
trigger. Such hadron leakage cuts, together with a check on the lateral width of the EM
shower (i.e. a measurement of how the energy is spread out over the candidate cluster), form
the criteria for “loose” identification electron selection.
“Medium” selection triggers apply another level of identification requirements on top of
those already included in the loose selection. This includes a more robust check on the
cluster in the EM calorimeter (with restrictions on the shower width and the ∆E between
the largest and second largest energy deposits in the cluster), but also considers the quality
of the recorded tracks in the Inner Detector. For an electron candidate to pass the medium
selection trigger, we must observe at least one hit associated with the object in the pixel
detector, as well as seven or more hits across the pixel and SCT systems taken together.
The track should also point towards the energy cluster we are considering for the object. If
the extrapolated track misses the cluster in the EM calorimeter by |∆η| ≥ 0.01, we can’t
confirm that the track and cluster represent the trajectory and energy deposit of a single
particle, much less an electron.
“Tight” electron identification criteria includes those required by the loose and medium
selections, while also including stricter demands for track-cluster matching (i.e. |∆η| ≤
0.005 versus medium’s |∆η| ≤ 0.01, as well as a new constraint in φ, |∆φ| ≤ 0.02). Tight
identification further incorporates information from the TRT in addition to the data from
the other inner detector subsystems used in the less demanding identifications. Lastly, tight
identification vetoes any candidate electron matched to a photon-electron conversion process.
Muon identification standards rely on tracking a pattern of hits seeming to demonstrate a
single track stretching across the Inner Detector and through the Muon Spectrometer. As
with electrons, muon ID criteria can be sorted into loose, medium, and tight, with tighter
criteria requiring a greater number of detector hits making up the track, and a closer fit of
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the reconstructed track to the constituent hits [51]. For isolation, Muon high level triggers
(HLTs) can be broadly sorted according to their choice of isolation algorithms [52]. One
algorithm uses the calorimeters: If an object tracked in the Muon Spectrometer aligns too
closely with energy clusters in the EM and hadronic calorimeters, the candidate cannot be
sufficiently isolated from possible other particles (which, in contrast to muons, more typically
deposit energy in the calorimeters), and the object fails the trigger. The other alternative
compares the muon candidate with nearby tracks in the inner detector, counting both the
number of tracks within a given angular distance of the muon, and the total pT of the tracks
compared to that of the muon. Too much nearby activity in either the calorimeter or the
inner detector causes our muon candidate to be rejected. In such cases, even if the object
truly is a muon, it is likely a byproduct of a jet or an electromagnetic shower, rather than
the Z → µ−µ+ useful to our analysis.
Trigger naming conventions identify each trigger by a string that begins with “HLT,” followed
by the object of interest and the pT (or for jets, ET ) threshold, with further notes indicating
specific selection criteria that differ from the default. For our 2015 dataset, we selected the
triggers
• For electrons: HLT e24 lhmedium L1EM20VH OR HLT e60 lhmedium
OR HLT e120 lhloose,
• and for muons: HLT mu20 iloose L1MU15 OR HLT mu50.
When using the 2016 data set, we instead used:
• For electrons: HLT e24 lhtight nod0 ivarloose OR HLT e60 lhmedium nod0
OR HLT e140 lhloose nod0,
• and for muons: HLT mu24 ivarmedium OR HLT mu50.
e and mu indicate the lepton flavor considered by the trigger, while the number immediately
following denotes the pT threshold. For the electrons, loose, medium, and tight indicate the
stringency of our identification requirements, while the prefix lh (e.g. lhtight) indicates
that our triggers use a likelihood (rather than cut-based) selection algorithm. Rather than
imposing a list of hard cutoffs on the various ID variables, likelihood identification prescribes
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a multivariate approach, assigning a candidate a probability of being a real electron based
on a combination of its measured ID variables, and accepting those objects which pass a
certain likelihood threshold. For the muons, iloose and ivarmedium indicate the rigor of
the isolation cone requirements.
Since our analysis depends so heavily on being able to accurately model the rates of back-
ground processes using simulation, it bears noting that MC events are subject to triggering
requirements, same as the real data. In the physics data recorded by ATLAS, events are
sorted by run-number (with 65 runs in the 2015 data set and 150 runs in 2016); following
this convention, simulated events are each assigned a pseudo run-number chosen randomly
from the 215 available. Simulated events matched to a pseudo run-number from 2015 (2016)
face the same triggers as their counterparts in the 2015 (2016) real data events.
More information about the design of the electron and muon triggers can be found at [53]
and [51] respectively, while a list outlining trigger naming conventions for Run 2 (and how
those names relate to the applied cuts) is available at [54].
5.2 Cuts Beyond the Trigger
Once we have triggered on an event due to the presence of an isolated lepton, we take
measures to ensure that the event is a physics event rising from the collision center, as
opposed to a product of non-collision backgrounds. This is accomplished by requiring that
the candidate event possess at least one reconstructed vertex with five or more pT > 400MeV
tracks, with the trajectory of the vertex consistent with an origin at the collision center. If
more than one vertex is reconstructed for the event, we take the primary vertex to be the
one which has a greater total for the sum of the p2T associated with its various tracks.
Having established that our event emerged from a pp collision and contains an isolated,
charged lepton, we further limit our sample to events with final state particles consistent
with HZ → aa + l−l+ → bb¯bb¯ + l−l+. We concern ourselves with those events having three
or more jets and exactly two leptons; the criteria used to define these objects as observed
in the detector is detailed in the following chapter, Section 6.2. For jets, we require three
or more jets passing the jet acceptance criteria described in Section 6.2.3. Additionally, the
event should contain at least two b-tags, as identified in Section 6.2.4. For the leptons, we
require exactly two electrons or muons as confirmed by the criteria described in Sections 6.2.1
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and 6.2.2 respectively. Of the two leptons, one should closely match the lepton on which
we triggered, with one of the leptons reconstructed in accordance with the standards of
Section 6.2.1 falling within ∆R < 0.15 of the lepton reconstructed by the trigger.
As a first measure towards reducing the troublesome tt¯ background, we require that the
reconstructed mass of the ll¯ pair fall within 20 GeV of the Z mass peak, in the range
85 GeV < mll < 100 GeV . This cut provides a first measure for ensuring that the ll¯ in
the event is indeed the product of a leptonically decaying Z, as opposed to the two leptons
arising independently from separate sources.
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Chapter 6
Signal and Object Definitions
6.1 Signal Overview
Like the SM Higgs, our proposed a interacts through Yukawa-like couplings with SM fermions.
As a result, for both the SM Higgs and the theorized a, the dominant decay mode is to the
heaviest pair of SM fermions kinematically allowed, a bottom—anti-bottom pair (bb). The
final state for signal events is thus characterized by four b-tagged jets,
H → aa→ bbbb. (6.1)
A search for this signal has been conducted before. However, past searches were stymied by a
large irreducible QCD background, which also produces high b-jet multiplicity final states [7].
To surmount this issue, our new analysis focuses specifically on Higgs bosons produced in
association with a Z boson. A Feynman diagram depicting this process is shown in the right-
hand plot of Figure 26. While a Z boson can decay to quarks, it can also decay leptonically,
leaving behind missing energy or a pair of charged leptons with the same flavor and opposite
charges (SFOC). My analysis makes use of the latter scenario. By requiring a pair of SFOC
leptons in our candidate signal events, we acquire excellent discrimination between our signal
events, which yield a pair of leptons due to the Z produced in association with the Higgs,
and the otherwise troublesome QCD background, which can only show leptonic final states
by “faking” two separate leptons (that is, two separate final state jets are misidentified as
leptons). Our proper signal events are of the form
H + Z → aa+ Z → bbbb+ l+l−, (6.2)
with a final state characterized by four b-tagged jets, as well as a pair of SFOC leptons.
While kinematic constraints favor a variety of possible masses of a (ma) in the range 2mb ≤
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Figure 26: (left) Feynman diagram showing the exotic Higgs decay signal targeted by our
search. (right) Leading-order Feynman diagram for a Higgs produced in association with
a Z boson. The Z decays to a pair of charged leptons, while the Higgs decays to a pair of
a bosons, each of which decays to a bb pair.
ma ≤ mH2 , my analysis in particular was developed for an a boson with one of five possible
mass points, ma = 20, 30, 40, 50, or 60 GeV (though the search is also valid for intermediate
masses). For any of these hypothesized masses, the high mass of a relative to that of the
b quark means that the bb daughter pair from each a is produced roughly back-to-back
in the rest frame of the Higgs, tending to yield b-jets that are easily separably identified
(“resolved”); contrast the low a mass (ma ∼ 2mb) “overlapping” scenario, in which the
daughter b-jets are highly collimated.
6.2 Object Definitions
As suggested by our signal’s final state, this analysis makes use of electrons, muons, and jets,
as well as b-tagging jets from b quarks. Missing energy is also useful in distinguishing our
signal from background. Sections 6.2.1—6.2.5 describe the criteria used for identifying and
reconstructing these objects, though I note that my procedure in these matters is identical to
the standards used by the ATLAS TopGroup for the 2015+2016 dataset, as detailed in [55].
6.2.1 Electrons
The two leptons in our final state provide an excellent way to separate our signal from the
QCD background that would otherwise obscure H → aa→ bbbb events. As such, it is critical
that we can be confident in our identification and reconstruction of electrons and muons.
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An electron emerging from the collision center leaves a trail of hits in the Inner Detector
before dumping its energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter. As such, our electron candi-
dates are reconstructed by matching energy deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeter to
charged particle tracks reconstructed in the inner detector. Candidates are gathered from
the pseudorapidity regions |η| < 1.37 and 1.57 < |η| < 2.47, with the gap between the two
regions owing to our exclusion of the calorimeter’s transition region, where we lack energy
clusters with which to associate our candidate track. In contrast to the loose and medium
ID selections used in our trigger, we require the electrons passing our final selection to meet
the tight likelihood criterion tightLH (for a review of electron identification standards, re-
call Section 5.1, or see Table 1 of [53]). To make sure our electron is actually part of our
event, we require z0 sin θ < 0.5 mm and | d0σ(d0) | < 5, where z0 sin θ and d0 are, respectively,
the longitudinal and transverse impact parameters of the track with respect to the primary
vertex.
Running concurrently with my analysis is a measurement of the single-lepton channel, which
uses W +H production in contrast to our W +Z. To maintain clean separation between the
two channels, the di-lepton analysis requires candidate events to have exactly two electrons
with pT > 10 GeV , with at least one of the two having pT > 27 GeV .
To further reduce contamination by non-prompt leptons (see Section 8.2 and misidentified
hadrons, we check our electrons against the “Gradient” isolation working point, in accor-
dance with the isolation standards recommended by [56]. Rather than imposing some simple
universal cut (for example, rejecting all electron candidates with another object within some
cutoff ∆R), the working point uses a map of cuts to enforce a target isolation efficiency, .
The “gradient” is so named because the efficiency target scales with the object pT , with a
higher  required for the isolation of higher pT leptons. For our working point, the isolation
efficiency for the calorimeter required is calo−iso = (92.14 + 0.1143 ∗ pT )%, whie the track
isolation must meet track−iso = (92.14 + 0.1143 ∗ pT )%. Together, this gives us a total isola-
tion efficiency of  = ( (92.14+0.1143∗pT )
2
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)%— the resulting target efficiency gradient runs from
(pT = 25 GeV ) = 92% to (pT = 60 GeV ) = 98% (for events without jets).
Lastly, we must be wary of cases in which electrons and jets overlap too closely. Such a sce-
nario runs the risk of an energy deposit in the calorimeter being double-counted (attributed
once to the electron, and again to the jet), leading us to incorrectly assign the same over-
large energy to both objects. To exclude this possibility, we require sufficient separation in R
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between electrons and jets, removing jets within ∆R < 0.2 of a reconstructed electron. Ad-
ditionally, if the nearest surviving jet after the above cut is within ∆R < 0.4 of the electron,
the electron itself is discarded, to ensure that it will not contaminate nearby jet activity.
6.2.2 Muons
Unlike the lighter electron, muons are expected to pass cleanly through the ATLAS calorime-
try without leaving sizable energy deposits. Instead of using the calorimeter, we reconstruct
muon candidates by matching tracks from the inner detector to track segments detected in
the outer muon spectrometer. Muons must pass the medium quality requirement (discussed
in Section 5.1, and explored in more detail in in [51]). Otherwise, the procedure for muons
is similar to that for electrons. Muons are selected from the pseudorapidity region |η| < 2.5,
and must also pass the “Gradient” isolation working point and possess z0 sin θ < 0.5 mm
and | d0
σ(d0)
| < 3. As with the di-electron final state, the di-lepton analysis requires candidate
µµ events to have exactly two muons with pT > 10 GeV , with at least one of the two having
pT > 27 GeV .
The separation criteria for muons with jets is slightly more involved, owing to the possibility
that heavy flavor decays inside jets run the risk of introducing non-prompt muons into the
event. If a muon candidate and a jet are detected within ∆R < 0.4 of each other, we count
the number of tracks that went into reconstructing the jet. If the jet has three or more
associated tracks, we remove the muon. Otherwise, we throw out the jet.
6.2.3 Jets
Jets are reconstructed by identifying three-dimensional patterns of energy deposits in the
hadronic calorimeter, gathering the associated deposits into clusters, then matching the
clusters the bunches of tracks that make up jet candidates. This is achieved by using the
anti-kt algorithm [57], which clusters objects into jets by defining a “distance” parameter
between objects i and j, dij, and another “distance” parameter between object i and the
beam, diB:
dij = min(kt,i
2p, kt,i
2p)× (yi − yj)
2 + (φi − φj)2
R2
, (6.3)
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diB = kt,i
2p, (6.4)
where kt are the transverse momenta (otherwise called pT ) of the objects, yi is the rapidity
of the object i, and φi is its azimuthal angle. The parameter p allows the adjustment of the
relative strengths of the momentum and geometric factors, while R is a radius parameter
chosen by the user. The clustering loops over each the list of objects i in the event, then
loops over each other object j. If dij < diB, objects i and j are clustered together into a
single new object and added back into the list; if diB < dij for every choice of j, the object is
recognized from a jet and removed from the list. Choosing a larger R results in smaller dij,
making it easier to cluster objects together to form jets over a largeer area; a smaller R will
result in a comparatively dominant diB, and less clustering. For our jet selection, we make
the conventional choice, R = 0.4.
From here, a number of calibrations are required. The calorimeter clusters are first cal-
ibrated to the electromagnetic scale response. By feeding in a test beam with a known
energy and measuring the energy reported by the calorimetry, we can deduce the energy
mis-scaling applied by the detector, and re-scale the readout accordingly. The reconstructed
jets themselves are further calibrated using a jet energy scale, which works on a similar prin-
ciple; details for the jet energy scalings used in Runs 1 and 2 are available in [58] and [59]
respectively.
Once we have reconstructed and recalibrated the jets, we accept those carrying pT > 20 GeV
in the psuedorapidity region |η| < 2.5. Among such jets, we must further confirm that they
originate in real physics collisions, rather than from extraneous sources such as non-collision
backgrounds. In this task, we employ a jet cleaning procedure using the BadLoose operating
points [60]. A jet is marked BadLoose if it meets one or more of the following criteria:
• fHEC > 0.5 and |fQHEC | > 0.5 and 〈Q〉 > 0.8
• |Eneg| > 60 GeV
• fEM > 0.95 and fQLAr > 0.8 and 〈Q〉 > 0.8 and |η| < 2.8
• fmax > 0.99 and |η| < 2
• fEM < 0.05 and fch < 0.05 and |η| < 2
• fEM < 0.05 and |η| ≥ 2
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where fHEC , fEM , and fLAr are the fraction of the total jet energy deposited in the LAr
hadronic end-cap and electromagnetic calorimeters respectively, Eneg is the sum total of the
energy in all cells measuring negative energy (which can occur in cells with lots of noise), fch
is the ratio of the scalar sum of the pT of the tracks associated with the jet over the net pT for
the jet, fmax is the fraction of the total jet energy deposited in any one calorimeter layer, 〈Q〉
is an average quality factor derived from the shape of the pulses in the LAr cells, and fQ is the
fraction of the jet energy deposited in cells with pulses failing a quality cutoff. These criteria
are designed to reject fake jets from detector noise, as well as jets erroneously reconstructed
from soft-collision sources such as cosmic muons and beam-induced-backgrounds. Any jet
containing at least one such BadLoose jet is removed from our sample.
Lastly, pileup provides another possible source of soft-collision jets. Pileup occurs when
more than one pp interaction happens between the scheduled bunch crossings. To mitigate
this, we employ the jet vertex tagger algorithim, which produces a multivariate discriminant
(JV T ) optimized to distinguish real collision event jets from those sourced by pileup [61].
For jets with pT < 50 GeV and |η| < 2.4, only those with JV T > 0.59 make the cut.
6.2.4 b-tagging
Because we expect four b quarks in our final state, it is critical that we are able to properly
recognize and label those jets which arise from the hadronization of a b quark. In this task,
we turn to the MV2c10 multivariate algorithm, which forms a discriminant parameter by
considering
• The impact parameters of inner detector tracks matched to the jet (the IP3D algo-
rithm),
• The presence of any displaced secondary vertices (the SV1 algorithm), and
• The flight paths reconstructed for charmed and bottom hadrons within the jet (the
JetFitterCombNN algorithm).
The resulting multivariate discriminant (w) runs from −1 < w < 1, with jets from light
quarks and gluons falling near the w ∼ −1 limit, jets from b quarks showing w ' +1, and
charmed jets falling somewhere in between. Jets in the simulation are classed as heavy flavor
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(c or b-originated) if a heavy flavor hadron falls within ∆R < 0.3 of the jet axis [62, 63]. Of
these, a jet is marked as b-tagged if w ≥ 0.646. This gives an overall b-tagging efficiency of
77% (that is, a b-jet will be correctly tagged as such 77% of the time) and an overall b-jet
purity of 95% in tt¯ events (that is, only 5% of jets marked as b-tagged will be false positives).
This choice of cutoff for w has been found to produce the best balance of signal acceptance
and background rejection for our analysis [64].
6.2.5 Missing Transverse Momentum
The missing pT for an event is calculated by taking the magnitude of the negative vector
sum of the pT of all calibrated and selected objects in the event, with an additional term
for the soft energy that was not attributed to any of the selected objects. This soft term is
calculated using inner detector tracks associated with the primary event vertex, a procedure
used to mitigate possible distortions in the energy due to pileup [65, 66].
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Chapter 7
Analysis Strategy
The essence of our search strategy is simple. We generate simulated Monte Carlo (MC)
events for both our SM backgrounds and our proposed exotic signal (the modeling of which
is described in Section 8), scaling the yields in accordance with the integreated luminosity
recorded by the ATLAS detector. We then compare the combined MC signal and background
yields to the number of real ATLAS data events that pass our selection criteria, examining
the data for an excess above the expected SM background, which would indicate the presence
of our signal.
7.1 Signal and Background Regions
In practice, the process is more involved. We cannot be sure that the simulated background
MC is an accurate description of the physics backgrounds “out of the box.” Before we
can compare simulation to data in search of our signal, we must thoroughly validate our
simulation. We do this by breaking our samples (MC and data both) into six different
regions, sorted by jet multiplicty, b-jet multiplicity, and lepton characteristics. These regions
are: two opposite charge, same flavor leptons with 3 jet exclusive, 3 b-tag exclusive (SFOC
3j3b); SFOC 3 jet inclusive, 2 b-tag exclusive (SFOC 3j2b); SFOC 4 jet inclusive, 3 b-tag
exclusive (SFOC 4j3b); SFOC 4 jet inclusive, 4 b-tag inclusive (SFOC 4j4b); two opposite
charge, opposite flavor leptons with 3 jet inclusive, 3 b-tag exclusive (OFOC 3j3b); and
OFOC 4 jet inclusive, 4 b-tag inclusive (OFOC 4j4b). The “exclusive” designation means
that the region accepts only those events with exactly the specified number of jets and b-
tags, while the “inclusive” designation means that the region accepts events with a number
of jets/b-tags greater than or equal to the specified number. For example, events in a “3
jet exclusive” region must have exactly three jets, while a “4 jet inclusive” region includes
events with at least four jets.
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Of these regions, SFOC 3j3b, SFOC 4j3b, and SFOC 4j4b are our signal regions. These are
the regions for which, after we have validated our background MC, we compare MC to data
in search of an excess attributable to a. Requiring that the two final state leptons be of the
same flavor and opposite charge helps to exclude leptons not generated from the decay of a
Z boson (that is, backgrounds). The (b-)jet multiplicities have also been selected to match
our signal’s final state. The SFOC 4j4b is an obvious choice, perfectly matching the four real
b-jets expected from the decay of the aa pair. However, the imperfect efficiencies of our jet
reconstruction and b-tagging algorithms mean that we should also consider the possibility
of a signal event in which the fourth b is very soft (low pT ), resulting in its jet being mis-
tagged or even missed altogether. Accordingly, we designate SFOC 3j3b and SFOC 4j3b
as possible signal regions as well. Figure 30 demonstrates the proportions of the counts
for the signal and the chief backgrounds for a sample cut on various (b-)jet multiplicities,
while the classification of signal and background regions by (b-)jet multiplicity is depicted
schematically in Figure 28.
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Figure 27: Comparison of the shape of the (left) jet multiplicity and (right) the b-tag
multiplicity distributions between the dominant backgrounds and signal for a pseudoscalar
with mass ma. While background dominates for small numbers of b-tags, the proportion
of signal events increases as we move into the ≥ 3 b-tag regions.
The background in our signal regions is dominated by a mixture of Z + jets and tt¯ + jets
events. Examining multiple background regions defined by lepton flavor (dis)agreement
allows us to carefully model each of the two processes separately. SFOC 3j2b is optimized
for Z + jets; requiring that the two leptons in the event be SFOC helps to encourage the
presence of a Z in the event, while the more relaxed b-jet multiplicity cut does less to exclude
Z + jets. The OFOC 3j3b and 4ji4b regions are optimized for study of tt¯; requiring OFOC
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Figure 28: Signal and background regions for our search, sorted by (b-)jet multiplicity and
lepton flavor agreement.
leptons rules out leptons from Z decay, while tt¯+ jets can more easily pass the higher b-tag
multiplicity cuts because each tt¯ event is almost guaranteed two free bs to start with from
the decay of the ts. Fractional compositions of the total background sample are shown in
Figure 29.
Figure 29: Fractional contributions of the constituent backgrounds to the total background
prediction in each region. SFOC regions are dominated by Z+jets, while OFOC is mostly
tt¯, with bb¯ dominating as the b-tag multiplicity cut increases.
7.1.1 Origins of the Major Backgrounds
The Z+ jets background arises chiefly from Z bosons produced in association with multiple
heavy-flavor jets (for a characteristic example, see the lefthand plot of Figure 30), with the
leptonic decay of the Z providing the SFOC leptons, while the heavy-flavor jets provide the
two b-tags necessary to pass the preselection and higher b-tag multiplicities are accessed via
misidentification of light and charm jets. More specifically, the Z+jets MC in the SFOC 3j3b
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region is split half-and-half between Z + bb+ light with the light jet mistagged, and Z + bbc
with the charm jet mistagged. In the SFOC 4j3b region, Z + jets is split evenly three ways
between Z+bb+ mistagged-light, Z+bb+ mistagged-charm, and Z+bbb. Lastly, the Z+jets
background in the SFOC 4j4b region is split 50-50 between Z + bbb+ mistagged-charm, and
Z + bbbb.
tt¯ typically pass pre-selection by acquiring the required pair of charged leptons from the
leptonic decays of a pair of W bosons, with the weak decays of the t quarks providing the
necessary two b-tags (an example diagram for this process is shown in the righthand plot
of Figure 30). Additional jets can arise from initial state radiation, as well as from gluons
splitting into qq¯ pairs. Such an event can pick up the third or fourth b-tag from additional
real b-jets (such as a bb¯ pair produced from a radiated gluon) or from the mis-tagging of
light and charm jets. In the 3 b-tag exclusive region, the numbers of third-tags due to real bs
and mistaggings are roughly equal. For 4 b-tags and up however, events with real additional
b-jets tend to dominate, since it is more common for a stray gluon to split into bb¯ than for
the b-tagging algorithm to produce two false positives in a single event.
Figure 30: Example Feynman diagrams for events contributing to the Z + jets (left) and
tt¯ (right) backgrounds.
7.1.2 Distinguishing Signal from Background
After our sample has passed preselection and been divided into the various cut-based analysis
regions detailed in Section 7.1, we are ready to begin our measurements. Of the kinematic
variables in the event, the prime discriminator is the invariant mass of the reconstructed
multi-b-jet system, which serves as our signal’s “smoking gun.” For signal events of the
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process H → aa→ bbbb, 4 (3) b-tagged jets are the common decay product of a single Higgs
boson. Accordingly, our the reconstructed mass distribution of our bs in signal should be
sharply peaked at the Higgs mass; in the background, where the bs originate from a variety
of sources, no such peak will be present. That said, we also further refine our search beyond
a check of just this variable, devising and measuring a BDT multivariate discriminator for
each channel (as detailed in Section 10), which provides improved sensitivity relative to the
single variable measurements.
The reconstructed mass of the 3(/4) b-jets and the BDT discriminator are measured for
each of the three signal regions (SFOC 3j3b, SFOC 4j3b, SFOC 4j4b). We then carry
out a statistical analysis based on a binned likelihood function constructed as a product of
Poisson probability terms over all bins considered in the search. From this, we predict the
quantities of the various backgrounds, determine the backgrounds’ uncertainties, and search
the ATLAS data sample for an excess consistent with our predicted signal. This process is
described further in Chapter 11.
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Chapter 8
Monte Carlo Modeling
Because the success or failure of our search turn so heavily on the fidelity of our simulated
backgrounds, it is critical to understand how those simulations are carried out. Section 8.1
describes the preparation and properties of our simulated HZ → aa + l+l− signal, while
Section 8.2 describes the modeling of our various SM backgrounds.
8.1 Signal Modeling
As discussed in Chapters 5 and 7, we distinguish our BSM H → aa → bbbb signal from
the panoply of SM b-flavor processes by focusing on Higgs-Z-associated production, which
guarantees a pair of SFOC leptons in the final state. We generate MC for these signal events
using Powheg-Box v2 [67–70] with the next-to-leading order (NLO) parton distribution
function set CT10 [71] (which describes the share of the total proton energy carried by
a quark or gluon in the proton). The generator includes events from quark—anti-quark
interactions (as pictured in the lefthand plot of Figure 30), as well as events from initial
state gluon-gluon fusion, which make up about 10% of the total cross section. The Higgs
mass is taken to be mH = 125 GeV , consistent with previous ATLAS measurements.
After producing the Higgs, we use the Pythia 8.186 generator [72] to model the process’s
evolution in time, decaying the Higgs into a pair of exotic light scalars aa, creating samples
for each of five different mass hypotheses, ma = 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 GeV . We then
further decay each a into a bb¯ pair, assuming a branching ratio BR(a → bb¯) = 1. We then
use Pythia 8 to further simulate the showering and hadronization of the various
(color-)charged particles in the event, using the AZNLO tune [73] to model the effects of
the underlying event (i.e. secondary parton-parton scatterings from the pp interaction that
produce particles in addition to our particles of interest from the leading hard-scattering
interaction).
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We also use the Pythia 8.186 to generate events from pileup, in which additional pp inter-
actions occur outside of the expected bunch crossings (the mean number of events per bunch
crossing was 13.4 in the 2015 sample and 25.1 for 2016 [74]). Note that these pileup events
are “minimum bias” events, soft events with minimal detector activity that pass only the
loosest possible selection trigger. As discussed in Section 5.1, each of our simulated events
is assigned a pseudo run-number, corresponding to the run numbers in real data. When
we overlay our pileup events on top of the real signal sample, we distribute the pileup in-
teractions in proportion to the luminosity profile of the real data, allowing our simulation
to account for the fact that interactions from “extra” protons scale with the luminosity
delivered.
While the “true” properties of the simulated particles can be useful in some respects, a
proper simulation of detected events must account for the complications introduced by real
detector conditions. To this end, we use Geant4 [75] to run our MC sample through
simulations [76] of the detector geometry and response, and further pass the samples through
the same reconstruction software as the data. At last, we have our sample of “reconstructed”
simulation events.
8.2 Background Modeling
As mentioned in Section 7.1, the dominant background processes after preselection cuts are
Z+jets and tt¯+jets. Z+jets events easily make the SFOC dilepton cut due to the presence
of the Z, with the necessary b-tags provided by the associated jets and potentially bb¯ pairs
produced by gluon radiation. tt¯ + jets meets the b-tagging requirements through the weak
decays of the top quarks (with additional b-tags provided by associated b-jets or mistagging
of associated light and charm jets), while a SFOC lepton pair can enter the event if both
W bosons produced by the weak decays of the tops decay leptonically. A number of smaller
backgrounds are also present.
The backgrounds for our search, major and minor, can be sorted into those containing only
prompt (that is, real, isolated) leptons and those containing one or more fake/non-prompt
leptons. The tt¯ + jets, Z + jets, diboson (associated ZZ, WW , and WZ production), W
t-channel single top production, and tt¯V (tt¯ in association with a weak vector boson,
V = W,Z) backgrounds are all capable of containing two prompt leptons. These backgrounds
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are estimated via simulation, then normalized to their theoretical SM cross sections. Due to
their dominant share of the background composition, Z + jets and tt¯ + jets are subjected
to further corrections in order to better improve agreement between simulation and data (as
detailed further in Sections 8.2.1—8.2.2).
In addition, we must also consider non-prompt backgrounds. A fake lepton arises from
the misidentification of some other particle as a lepton, but non-prompt real leptons also
exist, such as those produced inside a jet shower. Non-prompt backgrounds which can pass
preselection by either producing a non-prompt lepton that manages to sneak through the
isolation requirements, or by containing jets misidentified as leptons. W + jets, tt¯W with
the W decaying leptonically, and single top production in the s- and t-channels make up the
non-prompt background. Their yields are estimated using simulation and compared against
a sample of data cut to maximize the presence of non-prompt leptons (discussed further
in Section 8.2.4). These backgrounds are on the whole much smaller than their prompt
counterparts.
Like the signal, all MC background samples include simulation of pile-up effects, and like the
signal, the MC background samples are passed through a full Geant4 simulation to mimic
the complications introduced in a real detection environment, and are processed through the
same reconstruction software as the data. A fuller description of the modeling process for
each background is provided in the following sections. A complete list of MC background
samples used is provided in Appendix A.
8.2.1 The W/Z + Jets Background
Our V + jets samples are generated using the Sherpa v2.2.1 [77] generator. Comix [78]
and OpenLoops [79] are used to calculate the matrix element, which is then merged with the
Sherpa parton shower [80] in accordance with the ME+PS@NLO prescription [81]. The
calculations use the same CT10 parton distribution functions as in the signal sample. Both
Z + jets and W + jets are normalized to their inclusive NNLO (next-to-next-to leading
order i.e. including diagrams with up to two loops) theoretical cross sections as calculated
by FEWZ [82].
Because the flavors of the associated jets affect the dynamics of the event, we divide our
V + jets events into three categories, based on their number of heavy flavor (c or b) jets:
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V + jets events can have 4 heavy flavor quarks, 3 heavy flavor quarks, or ≤2 heavy flavor
quarks (the minimum number of b-tags necessary for pre-selection. The relative fractions
of the Z + jets flavor components making up our total Z + jets sample are depicted in
Figure 31.
ATLAS Simulation Work in Progress
 = 13 TeVs
Dilepton
Z + 4hf
Z + 3hf
2hf≤Z + 
2l, 3j, 2b 4j, 2b≥2l, 2l, 3j, 3b
4j, 3b≥2l, 2l, 4j, 4b
Figure 31: Relative fractions of Z+jets flavor components in each of our regions. As
one might expect, the proportion of heavy flavor jets increases with the number of b-tags
required.
8.2.2 The tt¯ + Jets Background
We generate our nominal tt¯ + jets sample using the Powheg-Box v2 NLO generator with
the NNPDF3.0 PDF set [83]. Showering is handled by Pythia 8.2, while EvtGen v1.2.0 [84]
is used to simulate b and c hadron decays. Our sample is normalized to the top++2.0 [85]
theoretical cross-section of 832+46−51 pb [86–90].
We categorize events in our sample depending on the flavors of the jets that arise outside
of the decay of the tt¯ system. Events with one or more extra b or c quark are classed as
tt¯+ ≥ 1b and tt¯+ ≥ 1c respectively (with the former classification overriding the latter where
both b and c quarks are present). Together, these events form the tt¯+heavyflavor category;
all other tt¯ events (i.e. +u, +d, +s, or with no other jets) are classed as tt¯ + lightjets. A
more granular partition of the heavy flavor category, i.e. into tt¯ + bb, tt¯ + cc, and tt¯ + bc is
useful for studying the systematic uncertainties related to the particulars of tt¯+heavyflavor
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modeling; an identical scheme is already in use in 8 TeV analyses with similar final states [91,
92]. Additional information regarding the previous study of the modeling of tt¯+heavyflavor
can be found in Appendix G of [91, 92], while additional studies on the modeling and
categorization of tt¯ events can be found in [93].
8.2.3 Additional, Lesser Backgrounds
The single-top background samples are generated using Powheg v2 [94, 95] and Powheg
(ST tchan 4f) [96], and normalized to the theoretical NNLO cross sections [97–99]. Shower-
ing, hadronization, and underlying event efects are handled using either Pythia6 [100] and
the Perugia2012 tune [101] or Herwig++ [102] and the UE-EE-5 [103] tune.
Diboson samples are generated using Sherpa v2.1.1 and normalized to their corresponding
NLO theoretical cross sections. Because we require two leptons and two b-tags in the final
state, we require one of the bosons to decay leptonically and the other to decay hadronically.
8.2.4 Fake Leptons
Despite our identification and isolation cuts, it is conceivable that some events containing
“fake” leptons at the reconstructed level may enter our analysis as background. A fake/non-
prompt lepton might be a real lepton produced through the semi-leptonic decay of a quark
(rather than our desired leptonic decay of a Z), or it might be a jet faking the signature of
a lepton, as can happen in the rare instances where a jet leaves most of its energy in the
electromagnetic calorimeter.
We estimate the rate of fake leptons from simulation. Fortunately, our stringent selection
requirements render the fake background very small—while it’s possible for a single fake
lepton to sneak through our cuts, it’s extremely rare for two fake electrons to pass within a
single event. The dominant contributor to the fake background comes from those processes
which already have one real lepton, such as a tt¯ event in which one prompt lepton arises
from a semileptonic decay of a t and a misidentified jet provides the second lepton to pass
selection.
While fakes can’t be spotted at the detector level (if they could be, that would imply our
rejection was perfect), we’re able to study them in simulation using the truth information for
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our particles1. If an event contains a lepton that doesn’t match the criteria for identifying
a real lepton, it gets classed with the “fakes background” sample. A comparison of two
possible diagrams yielding prompt leptons is shown in Figure 32.
Figure 32: A pair of Feynman diagrams for example final states containing two prompt
leptons. In the left diagram, the leptons selected are the direct decay products of the Z,
while in the righthand diagram, one of the leptons is the direct daughter of the Z, while the
other is the picked up after a Bremsstrahlung emission by the Z’s other daughter lepton.
Checking the particle origin at the truth level allows us to recognize it as another real,
prompt lepton.
1Real, prompt leptons are identified by el true type = 2 or mu true type = 6. Alternatively, an elec-
tron coming out of a Bremsstrahlung or photon conversion scattering vertex makes the cut if the ingoing
electron was real and prompt. Since the truth information contains the entire history and lineage of the par-
ticle, we can check that, too; el true type = 4 && el true origin = 5 && el true originbkg = (10
|| 12 || 13 || 14) correspond to such electrons.
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Chapter 9
Kinematic Variables
As mentioned in Section 7.1.2, the obvious discriminator in the search for a H → aa→ bbbb
signal is the invariant mass of the reconstructed b-quark system (Mbbb or Mbbbb, depending
on the multiplicity channel). Additional kinematic variables (described in the following
sections) are also considered, with the full suite of variables being used for a multivariate
analysis as described in Section 10.
9.1 Invariant Mass of the b-jet System
Regardless of the source of the Higgs in the event (be it gg fusion, WH associated production,
or my own ZH associated production), the final state b-quarks in events for our signal
hypothesis can always be traced back to the decay of the Higgs. Accordingly, the distribution
of the reconstructed mass of the b-jets should be sharply peaked at the SM Higgs mass
mH ≈ 125 GeV for our signal. The background distribution should show no such clustering;
because the b-tags in background come from a variety of sources rather than the decay
products of a single common parent particle, calculating their invariant mass should not
reveal any particular resonance.
Two of our signal regions contain only 3 b-tags instead of the full four. Regardless, we expect
that signal Mbbb should also be peaked at the Higgs mass resonance; if the softest (i.e. lowest
pT ) real b-jet in the event is soft enough to be missed by our jet identification and tagging
algorithims, then we can trust that its share of the pT for the 4b system is negligible. This
prediction is born out by the comparison of Mb−jets for signal and background MC in each
of our signal regions, shown in Figure 33.
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Figure 33: Comparison of the invariant mass of the b-tagged jets in in the 3j3b (left),
4j3b (center), and 4j4b (right) regions, for five different pseudoscalar mass hypotheses
ma = 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 GeV . Note that the signal is normalized to the same area as
the background, so as to keep its features visible. As expected, the invariant mass for the
signal in all three regions is peaked at the Higgs mass resonance.
9.2 Average Separation Between b-jet Pairs
As a further consequence of the signal b quarks arising together from the decay of a single
Higgs boson, we expect that the signal b-jets should be more closely grouped together in
space, with smaller ∆R between them. Background b-jets, which arise separately from any
number of processes, should show no such spatial correlation. Distributions of the average
∆R for the various b-jets in each event are shown in Figure 34.
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Figure 34: Comparison of the average ∆R between pairs of b-tagged jets in in the 3j3b
(left), 4j3b (center), and 4j4b (right) regions, for five different pseudoscalar mass hypotheses
ma = 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 GeV . Note that the signal is normalized to the same area as
the background, so as to keep its features visible. Regardless of the mass chosen for a, the
resulting ∆Rbb peaks well ahead of the distributions for Z + jets and tt¯.
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9.3 Missing Transverse Energy
Because the Z in our signal is required to decay to charged leptons, signal events have no
neutrinos and thus should not show a significant amount of missing transverse energy. This
provides a marked contrast to the tt¯ background, which contains two final state neutrinos
due to the leptonic W decays which provide the charged lepton pair to pass preselection.
Distributions of EmissT are presented in Figure 35.
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Figure 35: Comparison of EmissT in in the 3j3b (left), 4j3b (center), and 4j4b (right) regions,
for five different pseudoscalar mass hypotheses ma = 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 GeV . Note that
the signal is normalized to the same area as the background, so as to keep its features
visible. The missing transverse energy variable merits consideration in the multivariate
analysis due to its clear discriminating power against the plentiful tt¯ background, despite
its lack of efficacy against Z + jets.
9.4 Masses of the b-jet Pairs
In the regions in which we successfully reconstruct tag all four b-jets, the invariant mass of
the reconstructed pairs of b-quarks becomes a useful tool for much the same reason that the
total invariant mass of the b-jet system is informative. Pairs of b-quarks in our signal are
the daughter particles of a common parent a; if we correctly group the bb¯ pairs together, the
invariant mass of each pair in signal should show a resonance at the mass of the a, with the
difference ma1 −ma2. As with the Higgs peak in signal for the invariant mass of all 4 b-jets,
no such a mass peaks are present in background, with the consequence that the ma1 and
ma2 are uncorrelated and ma1 −ma2 is not expected to be zero. Further details on ma1 and
ma2 are presented in Figure 36.
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Using the difference Mbbbb −ma1 −ma2 instead of Mbbbb alone allows us to decorrelate Mbbbb
from ma. In addition to discriminating between signal and background, the measured ma1
and ma2 help to test the various a mass signal hypotheses.
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Figure 36: (left) Diagram showing a grouping of bb pairs for whichminvariantbb1 ≈ minvariantbb2 ≈
ma. (center, right) Reconstructed mass of the two bb¯ pairs, for the grouping of the b-
jets which produces the minimum difference ma1 − ma2. The background distributions
are compared with five different pseudoscalar mass hypotheses ma = 20, 30, 40, 50, and
60 GeV . Note that the signal is normalized to the same area as the background, so as to
keep its features visible.
9.5 Separation Between the Z and Higgs
For our signal events, the Higgs and the associated Z are produced back-to-back in the
HZ rest frame (assuming no additional final state radiation, which complicates the balance
of momentum in the system). As such the spatial separation between the Higgs and the
Z becomes another discriminating variable between signal and background. The Higgs is
reconstructed from the 3 (4) b-tagged jets as previously discussed, while the Z is recon-
structed from the pair of charged leptons. Comparisons of ∆RZ,H distributions for signal
and background are shown in Figure 37.
9.6 Z Recoil Variables
Because the signal has the Z and the Higgs produced together, the pair of bosons recoil
off of each other upon forming. This recoil effect results in a higher transverse momentum
for the Z boson (calculated from the vector sum of the two charged lepton pT s) in signal
than in background (the distributions of which are compared in Figure 38). Rather than
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Figure 37: Comparison of ∆R between the reconstructed Z and Higgs in in the 3j3b (left),
4j3b (center), and 4j4b (right) regions, for five different pseudoscalar mass hypotheses
ma = 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 GeV . Note that the signal is normalized to the same area
as the background, so as to keep its features visible. The distributions for the major
backgrounds are characterized by their longer tails compared to the possible predicted
signals, especially for the tt¯.
using this ZpT however, our multivariate analysis instead uses the separation ∆R between
the ll¯ pair, which is also highly correlated with the Z recoil but provides an increase in
discriminating power as compared to the ZpT . The signal and background distributions for
∆Rll¯ are compared in Figure 39.
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Figure 38: Comparison of the reconstructed ZpT in in the 3j3b (left), 4j3b (center), and
4j4b (right) regions, for five different pseudoscalar mass hypotheses ma = 20, 30, 40, 50,
and 60 GeV . Note that the signal is normalized to the same area as the background, so as
to keep its features visible.
9.7 Cosine of the Angle Between the Z and Higgs Bosons
in the ZH Center of Mass Frame
In our signal, the Z and Higgs bosons are the common daughter particles of a virtual Z∗.
The vector boson nature of the Z∗ prompts us to consider one final discriminating variable:
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Figure 39: Comparison of separation ∆Rll¯ between the charged leptons in in the 3j3b (left),
4j3b (center), and 4j4b (right) regions, for five different pseudoscalar mass hypotheses
ma = 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 GeV . Note that the signal is normalized to the same area as
the background, so as to keep its features visible.
The angle the Higgs makes with respect to the Z∗ in the Higgs—Z combined center of mass
frame (henceforth called θ∗). As with the ∆RZ,H , the Z and the Higgs are reconstructed
from their daughter particles in the signal final state, the ll¯ pair and the 4 b-tagged jets,
respectively. Because our signal Higgs is a produced by the decay of weak vector boson, its
angular distribution θ∗ should be consistent with that expected from the decay of spin-1
particle. b-quarks in background events don’t come from a common parent Higgs, let alone
a Higgs born from a Z∗ decay, and as such should show no particular angular correlation.
A plot comparing the distribution of the cosine of θ∗ for the backgrounds and the signal
hypotheses is given in Figure 40.
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Figure 40: Comparison of the cos θ∗ variable in the rest frame of the ZH system for events
in the 4j4b region, for five different pseudoscalar mass hypotheses ma = 20, 30, 40, 50, and
60 GeV . Note that the signal is normalized to the same area as the background, so as to
keep its features visible.
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Figure 41: Comparison of hadronic HT had between the charged leptons in in the 3j3b (left),
4j3b (center), and 4j4b (right) regions, for five different pseudoscalar mass hypotheses
ma = 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 GeV . Note the background’s characteristic tail.
9.8 Hadronic HT
One last useful variable is the hadronic HT , computed from a scalar sum of the jet pT s.
HT had gives us a sense of the hadronic activity in the event—in the case of a top event,
the large mass of the top quark pulls the tail of HT had further to the right. HT had is a
powerful discriminator in the parallel HW analysis, but is of less use in distinguishing our
own HZ signal. Despite this, HT had still merits our consideration; plots of HT had have
been consistently useful in checking the agreement of our control region MC, and because it
is sensitive to systematic effects such as the jet energy scale and resolution, HT had is also
helpful in constraining the control regions’ systematic uncertainties. Plots of the HT had
distributions for the signal regions are shown in Figure 41.
9.9 Validation of MC
Because our signal detection relies on comparing recorded data to the predictions of SM
background, we must be able to trust that our background simulations are reliable. As a
check on our MC, we compare the distributions for data and MC for our variables for a very
inclusive selection, ≥ 3 jets (or ≥ 4 jets for variables which require four jets to reconstruct)
and ≥ 2b-jets, with no restrictions on the relative flavors of the leptons. Validation plots for
our kinematic variables are presented in Figure 42.
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Figure 42: Comparison of kinematic variable distributions in data and MC in inclusive
samples with no lepton flavor requirements and loosened jet and b-tag multiplicities. The
top and middle rows are for a sample with ≥ 3 jets and ≥ 2b-tags, plotting (clockwise
from top left) the invariant mass of the jets, the missing transverse energy in the event, the
angular distance between the l+l− pair, and the angular average angular distance between
pairs of b quarks. The bottom rows use a sample with ≥ 4 jets and ≥ 2b-tags, showing the
distributions for (left) the invariant mass of the jets and (right) cos θ∗.
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Chapter 10
Multivariate Analysis—The BDT Dis-
criminant
In Chapter 9, we discussed the variety of kinematic variables used in our analysis, and how
the distributions for each of those variables are expected to differ in signal and background
events. Taking each variable individually, however, brings complications. Although we can
make broad predictions as to how each variable is expected to behave for a particular decay
process, in practice, the variables can be rife with correlations between each other, not all
of them obvious. As a refinement of the single variable search, we develop a multivariate
approach, through the creation of a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) discriminant for each
of our three signal regions. A BDT studies samples of signal and backgrounds and BDT
leverages correlations between multiple variables of interest to create a new discriminating
variable which emphasizes features that distinguish signal from background. By building
a BDT, we build a new discriminating variable specially developed to profile signal and
background, and to distinguish the two.
10.1 Devising a Multivariate Discriminant
We develop the BDT via a training algorithm, using the two step splitting technique of
the TMVA package [104]. We begin by feeding in signal and background MC, as well as
devising a list of variables used to train the BDT. As Z+jets and tt¯+jets are the dominant
backgrounds in our signal regions, our background MC used for training the BDT contains
a mixture of Z + jets and tt¯ events, with the relative proportions of the two backgrounds
scaled in accordance with the the cross-sections of the backgrounds in each region. The signal
sample comes exclusively from our signal MC, a pool of simulated events for the process
H +Z → aa+Z → bbbb+ l+l−. The MC is then split into a “training” sample and a “test”
sample. Each of these samples contains half the events from each process in the MC dataset,
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with no overlap between the training and testing pools. Training then begins by looping over
the events in the training sample, measuring correlations between the variables, and taking
note of which features most strongly characterize signal and background; in this fashion, we
“teach” the BDT to distinguish between signal and background. The discriminant generated
by the BDT runs from −1 to +1. Events with signal characteristics run more positive, while
“background-like” events tend more negative.
With our discriminant in hand, we then move onto the testing step, in which our newly
trained BDT loops over the test sample and attempts to correctly sort the events. For each
event, we compare the BDT’s verdict to the true source of the event (signal or background),
allowing us to evaluate the BDT’s discriminatory power. By the end of the process, we have
produced a variety of useful plots, including correlation plots for list of variables (for both
signal and background), a plot of background rejection vs signal efficiency, a comparison of
signal and background profiles for each input variable, a ranking plot showing the importance
of each variable in the final BDT, and a BDT output that allows us to compare the training
and testing runs.
There is one counterintuitive risk to be wary of while constructing the BDT. While training
on too few variables can clearly be limiting, training on too many variables can also impede
the BDT’s efficacy. Using too many input variables risks “overtraining” the BDT. In such a
scenario, the BDT erroneously learns to model statistical fluctuations as legitimate features
of the sample. While this issue does not appear to have aﬄicted our training (see the results
in Section 10.3), it cautions us to carefully consider each new variable we add to the process.
While we initially constructed BDTs for each of our five mass points, we ultimately wound
up using just one BDT discriminant (that developed for ma = 30 GeV ) for all mass points.
While developing a specific BDT for each mass was found to add discriminating power for
the single lepton analysis, our di-lepton analysis found no such effect, with any choice of
BDT mass point producing similar limits for all a mass points (as shown in Figure 43). As
such, my analysis uses a BDT trained for ma = 30 GeV for all mass points.
It bears mentioning that for the sake of thoroughness, we will be conducting two versions
of our measurement: One version will examine examine the “smoking gun” Mbbbb (the “cut-
based” method), one will use the BDT method to combine the variables into a BDT dis-
criminant.
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Figure 43: Expected 95% CL upper limits on the H → 2a → 4b branching fraction as a
function of the a mass for our BDTs. The choice of mass point used in training has little
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10.2 Feature Selection for the BDT
In generating our BDTs, we have carefully selected a handful of kinematic variables for
each of our signal regions. These kinematic variables have been evaluated on the basis
of two criteria. First, each variable chosen should provide discriminating power between
signal and background events; we have no reason to confuse the training of the BDT by
considering variables irrelevant to our sorting. Second, no two variables chosen should be
highly (anti- )correlated with each other; inclusion of redundant, strongly (anti-)correlated
features provides no new information to sort events.
Some variables, such as the average separation between pairs of b-quarks, are useful in all
regions. Others, such as the reconstructed mass of the 4 leading b-jets in the event, are only
applicable for certain (b-)jet multiplicities. The variables used for each of the signal regions
are collected in Table 4.
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Variable Name 2` 3j3b 2` 4j3b 2` 4j4b
Mbbb Mjjj_MaxMV2 D D
Mbbbb−Mbb1−Mbb2 Mjjjj_MaxMV2-Mbb_aboson1 D
-Mbb_aboson2
Av. ∆R(bb) dRbb_avg D D D
EmissT met_met D D D
Mbb1 Mbb_aboson1 D
Mbb2 Mbb_aboson2 D
∆R(Z, H) dRZH_MindR D D
∆R(`, `) dRll_MindR D D D
cos θ∗ CosThetaStar_refVH_VH_H D
Table 4: Table of kinematic variables used to train our BDT for each of our three signal
regions. The variables used here are chosen from those described in Section 9.
Comparisons of the distributions in signal and background for each kinematic variable in
each region are shown in Figures 44, 46, and 48. Additionally, the process of training the
BDT outputs three plots for each BDT that are used to consider the inclusion of particular
kinematic variables. The feature ranking plot shows the relative importance of each of the
input variables in sorting signal events from background. Essentially, a higher score for a
variable on the ranking plot indicates that the discriminant was found to lean more heavily
on that variable; variables with much smaller ranking can be removed from the BDT to
little effect. In addition, we are provided with feature correlation matrices for signal and
background in each region. These matrices help us to prune out redundant variables by
clearly showing the correlations of each of our inputs. Together, the ranking and correlation
plots help us to judge the quality of our chosen inputs, moving us to refine our BDT over
several iterations until we arrived at the optimized set of features used with this analysis.
The ranking and correlation plots produced for our final selection are included as Figures
45, 47, and 49.
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Figure 44: SFOC 3j3b, ma = 30 GeV: Comparison between the H → aa → 4b signal
(ma = 30 GeV) and the tt¯ and Z + jets backgrounds for each of the kinematic variables
used as input for the 3j3b BDT.
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Figure 45: SFOC 3j3b, ma = 30 GeV: (top) Feature rankings showing the relative im-
portance of the input variables in the resulting BDT discriminant. The separation in R
between pairs of b-quarks offers the greatest discriminating power, consistent with the ob-
servation that bb¯ daughter pairs in signal events should be produced back-to-back in the
rest frame of the much heavier parent a, while the spacing of b-jets in the background
is expected to exhibit no such trend. (bottom) Correlation matrices for signal (left) and
background (right).
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Figure 46: SFOC 4j3b, ma = 30 GeV: Comparison between the H → aa → 4b signal
(ma = 30 GeV) and the tt¯ and Z + jets backgrounds for each of the kinematic variables
used as input for the 4j3b BDT.
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Figure 47: SFOC 4j3b, ma = 30 GeV: (top) Feature rankings showing the relative impor-
tance of the input variables in the resulting BDT discriminant. Once againt he separation
in R between pairs of b-quarks offers the greatest discriminating power. (bottom) Corre-
lation matrices for signal (left) and background (right).
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Figure 48: SFOC 4j4b, ma = 30 GeV: Comparison between the H → aa → 4b signal
(ma = 30 GeV) and the tt¯ and Z + jets backgrounds for each of the kinematic variables
used as input for the 4j4b BDT. The presence of four successfully reconstructed b-jets
allows us to consider several additional variables compared to the 3b regions. With these
additional options, the variable ∆R(Z,H) used in the 3b regions is no longer significant
enough to merit inclusion.
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Figure 49: SFOC 4j4b, ma = 30 GeV: Feature rankings showing the relative importance of
the input variables in the resulting BDT discriminant. Even when competing with the new
variables afforded to us by the four successful b-tags, the average separation in R between
pairs of b-quarks remains significant, matched only by the newly added cosθ∗. (bottom)
Correlation matrices for signal (left) and background (right).
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10.3 The BDT Output: Evaluating the Quality of the
Discriminant
After developing our discriminant by training on the training sample, the descriminant is
evaluated by tasking it with sorting the signal and background events that comprise the
test sample. This process produces a pair of plots that our useful in evaluating our BDT
performance.
The first of these plots is the Receiving Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve, which com-
pares the rates of false positives and false negatives returned by the BDT during testing.
The curve always begins at the point (0,1), corresponding to 0% signal efficiency and 100%
background rejection (that is, the case in which the BDT classes no events as signal), and
terminates at the point (1,0), corresponding to 100% of events (mis-)identified as signal.
These endpoints are fixed, but the shape of the curve along the way shows us the rate at
which our background rejection worsens as our signal acceptance improves. The shape of
the curve is always expected to be concave down; the steeper the dropoff near acceptance = 1,
the better optimized the discriminant.
In addition to the ROC curve, the BDT ouput prints four overlaid histograms of the value
of the BDT discriminant, one for each of the four MC samples used (that is, one for each
permutation of signal/background and training/testing). The output histograms for the
testing samples allow us to evaluate the quality of our discriminant at a glance. A good
BDT discriminant should show values closer to −1 for background events and values closer
to +1 for signal events. The region in between where the curves overlap shows the portion
of the sample which the BDT was unable to decisively sort. Additionally, comparing the
test curves to the overlaid training curves can allow us to determine whether our BDT is
over-trained. Over-training occurs if, during the training phase, the BDT comes to model
statistical fluctuations peculiar to the particular MC, rather than the more general physical
features that should separate signal from background. This shows up on the output plot
as the training distributions for signal and background being more sharply separated from
each other than the testing result distributions for the same. By contrast, a BDT that
successfully models real physics characteristics should have the training and testing curves
nearly overlapping.
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If the ROC curves and output histograms show concerning features, it becomes necessary to
begin the training process anew in hopes of forming a better discriminant, likely by finding a
more careful choice of input variables. After some such iterations, our analysis has found an
optimal selection of inputs for each region; the output plots attesting to our BDTs’ efficacy
are presented in Figure 50.
10.4 Additional Validation
As a further check on our BDT output, we make a plot for each of our OFOC control regions,
comparing the shape of the BDT discriminant run over background MC to the shape in the
actual data. The plots for ma = 60 GeV presented in Figure 51 below nicely confirm the
validity of our BDT, with other mass points showing similar agreement.
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Figure 50: BDT Performance plots for the SFOC 3j3b (top), SFOC 4j3b (middle), and
SFOC 4j4b (bottom) regions: (left) Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve result-
ing from the BDT training, demonstrating that our BDTs maintain respectable background
rejection for good signal efficiency. (right) BDT output histograms comparing the the re-
sults from the training and test samples. The signal and background curves are nicely
separated, and the results for the training and testing runs are generally in agreement,
though the 4j4b is slightly hampered by the region’s low statistics.
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Figure 51: Plots validating our BDTs through comparison between data and the back-
ground prediction in the OFOC control samples with different jet and b-tag multiplicities
of the BDT discriminator. (top) The BDT for the signal region with 3 jets and 3 b-tags
trained for a signal sample of ma = 60 GeV is shown for the regions (left) OFOC 3j3b
and (right) OFOC 4j4b. (bottom) The BDT for the signal regions with 4 jets and (left)
3 b-tags or (right) 4 b-tags trained for a signal sample of ma = 60 GeV is shown for the
region OFOC 4j4b.
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Chapter 11
Fits and Systematics
With our simulations validated, we are now ready to analyze our sample in search of our
hypothesized signal. This chapter recounts the statistical method used in our search, as well
as the systematics considered and the measures taken to constrain them.
11.1 Searching for Signal: The Likelihood Function,
Test Statistic, and p-Value
The expected number of events for any bin i of our signal region histograms can be repre-
sented as
ni = µsi + bi, (11.1)
where ni is the total number of events in the ith bin, si and bi are the mean number of
signal and background events respectively predicted for the bin, and µ is the signal strength
parameter. µ, which runs from 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1, can be thought of as representing the strength of
the signal— µ = 1 gives a total event count consistent with the nominal signal hypothesis,
while µ = 0 cuts out the BSM signal entirely, yielding the background-only hypothesis.
Because collision events are discrete phenomena occuring regularly in time, and because each
individual event is independent of the others, we can treat the probability of observing a
particular number of events in a given bin using a Poisson distribution. We then construct
the total likelihood function, L(µ, θ), by multiplying together the Poisson probabilities for
each bin in our channel. This function gives the probability of measuring an observed
distribution, and depends on the signal strength parameter µ, discussed previously, and the
nuisance parameters θ, which represents additional effects that can influence the probability
density functions for the event counts.
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In our case, these nuisance parameters correspond to the systematic uncertainties for our
analysis, the full listing of which is detailed in Section 11.3. These uncertainties can affect the
expected rates for both signal and background, and arise from a variety of sources, ranging
from the physical limitations of our detector, to effects dependent on our choice of simulation
generator. In our analysis, the effects of these systematic uncertainties are incorporated into
our likelihood function by multiplying in Gaussian or log normal constraints with mean
θ0 and standard deviation ∆θ. We devise constraints on θ by examining our background-
dominated control regions under the background-only hypothesis, µ = 0. With the likelihood
function reduced to the exclusively θ-dependent L(0, θ), we can now experiment with varying
θ to find the best possible fit to data.
We evaluate the presence (or absence) of our signal by devising a test statistic from a
ratio of likelihood functions, qµ = −2ln((L(µ, ˆˆθµ))/L(µˆ, θˆ)). Here, µˆ and θˆ are the choice
of µ and θ found to maximize L(µ, θ), while ˆˆθµ is the value of the nuisance parameter(s)
which maximizes L given µ. The search for the signal is conducted by comparing the
distribution measured in the data sample with the profile likelihood ratio q0 calculated from
the background-only hypothesis, L(0, ˆˆθ0). The p-value p0 (the probability of measuring a
given distribution assuming the background-only hypothesis) is found from the integral
p0 =
∫ ∞
q0
f(q0, µ = 0)dq0, (11.2)
where f(q0, µ = 0) is the probability density function of q0 given µ = 0, a quantity we can
approximate as
q0 = µˆ
2/σ2, µˆ ≥ 0, σ ≥ 0, (11.3)
following the asymptotic method of [105, 106]. This yields a discovery significance of [105]
Z =
√
q0 = µˆ/σ. (11.4)
If no significant (Z ≥ 5) excess is observed, we move to setting upper limits on the H →
aa→ bbbb branching ratio by using qµ in the method outlined in [107, 108]. The proposed
signal examined is excluded if p0 ≥ 0.05, corresponding to a 95% confidence level that the
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observed data distribution is consistent with the distribution expected for background-only
sources.
11.2 Fits and Pulls
Our estimation for the expected event yield is calculated by fitting to a specially prepared
pseudo-data sample known as the Asimov dataset. Obtaining mean values of parameters
through the Monte Carlo approach of running repeated simulated experiments becomes
prohibitively costly in time and computation when the sample involves a very large number
of events. Rather than refining the fits over repeated trials, we can instead compare our
fits to the means by considering a single, maximally representative dataset. This “Asimov”
dataset sets each nuisance parameter to zero, while defining the overall normalization to be
1. This gives us a dataset for which statistical fluctuations are suppressed and the event
count in each bin is exactly equal to its expected value.
The pre-fit and post-fit effects of each source of systematic uncertainty our signal significance
is found by fixing the associated nuisance parameter at the value θˆ + ∆θ (for pre-fit, and
θˆ + ∆θˆ for post-fit), then re-doing the fit. The impact of the chosen nuisance parameter
on our signal significance is quantified by ∆µˆ, the difference in µˆ before and after the re-
fitting, while the shift in the constraint on the nuisance parameter itself is quantified in the
resulting “pull”, ((θˆ− θ0)/∆θ). The results for our fits to our Asimov dataset and presented
in Section 12.2.
Finally, we perform a simultaneous fit to the real physics data in all regions, using the signal-
plus-background hypothesis. The signal strength µ serves as the parameter of interest in the
fit, and is thus allowed to float freely (albeit with the restriction that the values for µ be
correlated across all regions. The results from our fits to real data are shown in Sections 12.3
and 13.1.
11.3 Systematic Uncertainties
Improving the precision of our analysis requires reckoning with a variety of systematic un-
certainties arising from both our modeling and our reconstruction of various objects. Such
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uncertainties can affect the shape of the plots for our measurements, as well as the overall
normalizations. Each individual source of systematic uncertainty is considered uncorrelated,
but correlations found within each systematic uncertainty are maintained across all processes
and regions. The dominant systematics in our analysis were associated with the modeling
and reconstruction of tt¯ + jets, especially for heavy flavor associated jets, as well as uncer-
tainties in the b-tag scale factor and jet energy scale, while uncertainties from the trigger
and from other objects (leptons, missing transverse energy) typically played a lesser role.
Note that we “prune” those systematics which are found to be less significant (i.e. inducing
a correction of ≤ 1% to the total normalization, or differing by the nominal fit in each bin by
≤ 1%). Dropping these negligible parameters from our fit saves computation time, while also
allowing us to better minimize the more significant surviving systematics. These prunings
are carried out independently for each region and each sample; a systematic that is irrelevant
in one background process may very well be dominant in another.
Tables 5 and 6 list the systematics considered in our analysis, and describes whether they
affect only the normalizations, or the shapes of distributions as well. Sections 11.3.1—11.3.3.3
describes each set of systematics in more detail.
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Systematic uncertainty Type Components
Luminosity N 1
Reconstructed Objects
Electron trigger+reco+ID+isolation SN 4
Electron energy scale+resolution SN 2
Muon trigger+reco+ID+isolation SN 10
Muon momentum scale+resolution+saggita SN 5
Pileup modelling SN 1
Jet vertex tagger SN 1
Jet energy scale SN 20
Jet energy resolution SN 1
Missing transverse momentum SN 3
b-tagging efficiency SN 5
c-tagging efficiency SN 4
Light-jet tagging efficiency SN 16
High-pT tagging SN 2
Table 5: The list of systematic uncertainties associated with luminosity and object recon-
struction affecting our analysis. Systematics marked “N” are taken as normalization-only
for all processes and regions affected, while “SN” indicates that the uncertainty is con-
sidered for both shape and normalization. Several of the more complicated systematic
uncertainties are broken down into a number of contributing components for more careful
consideration.
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Systematic uncertainty Type Components
Background and Signal Model
tt¯ cross section N 1
tt¯+ ≥ 1c: normalization N 1
tt¯+ ≥ 1b: normalization N (free floating) 1
tt¯+ ≥ 3b: normalization N 1
tt¯+≥ 1b: NLO Shape SN 9
tt¯+≥ 1c: NLO Shape SN 1
tt¯ modelling: residual Radiation SN 3
tt¯ modelling: residual NLO generator SN 3
tt¯ modelling: residual parton shower+hadronisation SN 3
tt¯ modelling: residual 5FS vs 4FS SN 1
W+jets global normalization N (free floating) 1
W+jets relative normalization N 4
W+jets scales and PDF SN 7
W+jets generator S 1
Z+jets global normalizations N (free floating) 4
Z+jets scales and PDF SN 7
Z+jets generator S 1
Single top cross section N 1
Single top model SN 2
Diboson normalization N 1
Fakes normalization N 2
Fakes shape S 7
tt¯V cross section N 4
tt¯V modelling SN 2
tt¯WW cross section N 2
4-tops cross section N 1
Signal cross section N 1
Signal acceptance (generator) N 1
Signal acceptance (PS) N 1
Table 6: The list of systematic uncertainties associated with MC modeling affecting our
analysis. Systematics marked “N” are taken as normalization-only for all processes and
regions affected, while “SN” indicates that the uncertainty is considered for both shape
and normalization. Several of the more complicated systematic uncertainties are broken
down into a number of contributing components for more careful consideration.
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11.3.1 Luminosity
As our expected event count is directly proportional to the integrated luminosity of our sam-
ple, we must consider how uncertainties in the recorded integrated luminosity can affect our
observed yields. The uncertainty on the integrated luminosity for the combined 2015+2016
dataset used in our analysis is calculated to be 3.4%. This uncertainty is calculated in a
fashion similar to that used for the previous 2012 dataset (following the example of [109]),
using the preliminary calibration of the luminosity scale via x − y beam separation scans.
The resulting uncertainties for the 2015 and 2016 samples are partially correlated, since
common issues affect both runs.
11.3.2 Reconstructed Objects
11.3.2.1 Jets
Jets introduce uncertainties due to the jet energy scale (JES) and resolution, as well as
the efficiencies on our jet reconstruction and identification of jets using JVT. The JES
and its uncertainty are derived using information from test-beam data, pp collision data,
and MC [110]. The 50 nuisance parameters from the in situ analyses, as well as the terms
arising from the extrapolation of 2012 uncertainties to 2015, are combined to form 9 nuisance
paramters total (7 of them dominant eigenvectors, 1 a residual term, and the last from
the extrapolation uncertainties, which are strongly η-dependent). The remaining terms
are combined in accordance with the recommendations for grouping similar terms—the 11
resulting nuisance parameters bring our total to 20. The uncertainty for the JES is ∼ 5.5%
for jets with pT = 25 GeV , and improves sharply as the jet pT increases, bottoming out below
15% for central (low η) jets with 1.5 TeV > pT > 100 GeV . The JES uncertainty is one of
the leading sources of uncertainty from reconstructed objects in our analysis, impacting the
relative normalizations of signal and tt¯ backgrounds in each jet multiplicity region.
The jet energy resolution was found by measuring dijet events in Run 1 data and MC as a
function of jet pT and η, which were found to agree within 10% [111]. We then consider fur-
ther uncertainties introduced due to the extrapolation from Run 1 to Run 2 conditions [110].
The resulting combined uncertainty is propagated by smearing the jet pT in our MC.
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11.3.2.2 Leptons
Leptons carry systematic uncertainties associated with triggering, reconstruction, identifica-
tion, and isolation, as well as the lepton momentum scale and resolution. Our efficiencies
for triggering on, reconstructing, identifying, and isolating leptons varies slightly for MC
and data, a discrepancy we address by introducing scale factors (SFs) for each. These SFs
are computed by applying tag-and-probe techniques on Z → l+l− processes in MC and
data, then scaling the MC by a multiplicative SF to close the measured gaps between the
two samples. The tag-and-probe method can be briefly summarized by the following four
steps [112]:
• 1. The resonance (Z → l+l−) is reconstructed as a pair of leptons, one of which passes
tight ID (the “tag”) and one which merely needs to pass the loose ID criteria (the
“probe”).
• 2. A probe “passes” if it meets the required efficiency.
• 3. The sample events with a failing probe and the sample with a passing probe are
both fit separately to the signal+background prediction.
• 4. The ratio of the yields found from step 3 are used to compute the efficiency.
These effects of the SF uncertainties are then propagated as corrections to the MC event
weightings. The total uncertainty on these efficiency SFs is < 0.5% for muons for all pT[113]
and for electrons with pT > 30 GeV, while it exceeds 1% for low pT electrons [114].
Further systematic uncertainties arise from the rescaling of the lepton momentum scale and
resolution in MC to conform to data, measured using reconstructed distributions of the
Z → `+`− and J/ψ → `+`− masses. The momentum scale uncertainties are evaluated
by re-running the event selection with the lepton pT cut shifted by ±σ, while the momen-
tum resolution uncertainties are studied by re-running the selection with smeared lepton
momenta.
11.3.2.3 Missing Transverse Momentum
Because EmissT is reconstructed by comparing the energy measured in the reconstructed event
to the energy expected due to energy conservation, it is sensitive to uncertainties from the
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jet and lepton energy scales and resolutions. Because we do not cut on EmissT , however, its
uncertainties have a lesser effect on our analysis. That said, small uncertainties associated
with modeling the underlying event, particularly as concern the pT scale and the resolution
of unclustered energy, are nonetheless taken into account.
11.3.2.4 Flavor Tagging
Our imperfect efficiency in tagging jets by flavor introduces another set of systematic uncer-
tainties. Our efficiencies in correctly tagging b- and c-quarks in MC are corrected to match
the tagging efficiencies in real data using pT -dependent factors, while the scale factors for
light-jet efficiency depend on both pT and η. b-tagging efficiencies face uncertainties from five
different sources, while the c-jets bring their own four independent sources of uncertainty;
each of these uncertainties carries its own pT dependence. Fourteen sources of uncertainty
are considered for the light-jet tagging, varying across the different pT and η regions. The
systematic uncertainties associated with b, c, and light jets are taken as uncorrelated with
the uncertainties for the other jet flavors. The efficiency of the taggging of the hadronic
decays of τ leptons in MC uses the same four systematics associated with charm jets, with
an additional systematic uncertainty arising from the extrapolation of our methods for cs to
τs. A final additional uncertainty arises from the limited kinematic reach of the calibration
sample compared to most energetic jets measured in our analysis. We study this uncertainty
in MC by comparing the tagging efficiencies while varying parameters which increase at high
pT (for example, the fraction of tracks with overlapping his in the silicon detector or the
fraction of fake tracks reconstructed from a random pattern of hits. These last uncertainties
are taken to be correlated across the three jet flavors.
11.3.3 Systematic Uncertainties from Monte Carlo Modeling
11.3.3.1 W/Z + Jets
The uncertainty on the global normalization for W+jets processes is left as a free parameter
in our fit, its value informed by the relative uncertainties on events with four or more jets
compared to the 3 jet exclusive regions (which have the greater constraining power in our
fits). As discussed in Section 8.2.1, we classify our V + jets events according to their
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number of heavy flavor (c or b jets). As a result, we must introduce an additional set of
nuisance parameters associated with potential miscounting and misidentifications of jets.
The priors calculated for these uncertainties are presented in Table 7. For Z + jets, we
instead consider an independent free-floating normalization factor for each jet and b-tag
multiplicity region. The high statistics of our Z + jets background enables us to nicely
constrain the normalizations for each region, instead of gathering all regions together as for
W + jets.
The effects of varying factorization, renormalization, resummation, and merging scales are
also considered as systematic uncertainties affecting both the normalization and shape of
our V + jets backgrounds. These uncertainties are uncorrelated among the various regions.
Further uncertainties affecting the modeling of the shape are studied via comparison of our
nominal Sherpa samples and an alternative sample provided by Madgraph.
Systematic uncertainty Prior Applied to
Jet multiplicity
W+jets 3 jets to 4 jets 15% W+jets, 4 jets
W+jets 3 jets to 5 jets 25% W+jets, ≥ 5 jets
Z+jets 3 jets to 4 jets 30% Z+jets, ≥ 4 jets
Categorization
W+ ≤2hf to W+ ≤3hf 5% W + 3hf
W+ ≤2hf to W+ ≤4hf 20% W + 4hf
Z+ ≤2hf to W+ ≤3hf 30% Z + 3hf
Z+ ≤2hf to W+ ≤4hf 35% Z + 4hf
Table 7: List of systematic uncertainties for the W + jets processes. The uncertainties
become greater as we increase the number of heavy flavor jets.
11.3.3.2 tt¯ + Jets
We assume an uncertainty of +5.5%/−6.1% on the inclusive tt¯ NNLO+NNLL production
cross-section [85]. We derive the uncertainties arising from our choice of generator by compar-
ing the predictions from POWHEG-BOX+Pythia8 with those from Sherpa. Likewise,
we deduce the uncertainty due to our choice of parton shower by taking a common pre-
diction from POWHEG-BOX and comparing the results when the generator is interfaced
to either Pythia8 or Herwig7. Uncertainty on the modeling of initial/final state radia-
tion is computed by comparing to POWHEG-BOX+Pythia8 samples tweaked to either
over-emphasize or reduce the amount of radiation [115].
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Systematic source Evaluation Procedure
tt¯cross-section ±6%
NLO generator
POWHEG-BOX +Pythia8 vs. Sherpa 5FS with b-filter
(residual)
Radiation
Variations of µR, µF, hdamp and the A14 Var3c parameters(residual)
PS & hadronisation
POWHEG-BOX +Pythia8 vs. POWHEG-BOX +Herwig 7
(residual)
tt¯+≥1b renorm. scale
Up or down a by factor of two
reweighting
tt¯+≥1b resumm. scale
Vary µQ from HT/2 to µCMMPSreweighting
tt¯+≥1b global scales
Set µQ, µR, and µF to µCMMPSreweighting
tt¯+≥1b shower recoil
Alternative model scheme
reweighting
tt¯+≥1b PDF
CT10 vs. MSTW or NNPDF
reweighting
tt¯+ ≥ 3b reweighting Up or down by 50%
tt¯+≥1b MPI Up or down by 50%
tt¯+≥1c ME calculation MG5 aMC + Herwig++ inclusive vs. ME prediction
Table 8: A list of the systematic uncertainties considered for tt¯ + jets, as well as the
prescriptions for measuring them. Uncertainties on the entirety of the sample are labelled
residual , while those on the particular NLO predictions are classed as reweighting .
The total sample tt¯ actually draws from a variety of different Feynman diagrams, with
distinct processes contributing to tt¯ + b, tt¯ + c, and tt¯ + light. Because our uncertainties
might be expected to interact with these different processes in distinct ways, we treat the
uncertainties across the three tt¯ + jets flavor classifications as uncorrelated, excepting the
uncertainty on the inclusive cross-section common to all three.
11.3.3.3 Other Backgrounds
We assume an uncertainty of +5%−4% on the total cross-section for single-top production [97–
99]. Effects from the uncertainty on initial and final state radiation are modeled in the
same fashion as was used for tt¯. We take a 50% normalization uncertainty on the diboson
background [116], while the tt¯ + V NLO cross-section prediction carries an uncertainty of
15% [117].
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Chapter 12
Fitted Distributions
Having elaborated our uncertainties and the statistical methods used to constrain them, this
chapter now presents the results of our fits. We begin by comparing our pre-fit distributions
to data, before going on to study the systematics via fits to the Asimov dataset. We then
return to the real physics data sample, where a final round of fits compares our prediction
to the real physics data.
12.1 Fit Inputs: Distributions Pre-Fit
Having validated our simulation’s kinematic variables (see Section 9), we perform a fit of
our discriminating variables to the data. In the background-dominated control regions, we
histogram either the reconstructed mass of the 3b (4b) system, or, in the region with only 2
b-tags, the HT . The plots for these regions are shown in Figure 52. In the signal regions, we
fit both the reconstructed mass of the b-jets and the BDT multivariate discriminant variable
of Section 10, the results of which are presented in Figure 53. At this stage in the analysis,
the signal regions are “blinded”—the data in the signal regions is not yet shown. This is
accomplished by looping over the bins in our signal region distributions and removing those
bins for which the predicted signal-over-background exceeds 1%.
Because these distributions precede our systematic-constraining fits, the uncertainties are
relatively large; pre-fitting, each nuisance parameter takes on its default “worst case scenario”
value. Our precision will improve as subsequent fits minimize the systematic effects. As for
the central values, we observe agreement is generally better in regions with lower b-tag
multiplicity. As the b-tag multiplicity increases, the normalizations of our distributions are
more sensitive to effects from the imperfect modeling of tt¯+ heavy − flavorjets.
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Figure 52: Comparison between data and the raw (pre-fit) MC prediction for the distri-
butions used in the background-dominated control regions. The shaded bands show the
combined statistical and systematic uncertainties on the MC.
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Figure 53: Comparison between data and the raw (pre-fit) MC prediction for the distri-
butions used in the blinded signal regions for (top) the cut-based approach and (bottom)
the BDT discriminant. The shaded bands show the combined statistical and systematic
uncertainties on the MC.
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12.2 Fitting to the Asimov Dataset
We begin to study our systematics by fitting our distributions to the Asimov dataset with
normalizations factors fixed at 1 and nuisance parameters fixed at zero, as discussed in
Section 11.2. The distributions of our discriminants in the signal regions are shown in
Figure. 54. Figures 55 and 56 show the Asimov-fitted nuisance parameters for the cut-based
and BDT discriminants respectively, as well as the normalization and gamma factors for each
approach’s fits to the Asimov dataset. These fits have allowed us to constrain the leading
uncertainties for our jet-flavor tagging, as well as several nuisance parameters related to our
tt¯+ jets modeling.
Figure 57 shows the pulls for the nuisance parameters and their effects on the signal strength
parameter, µ, ranked in descending order of post-fit ∆µ. Similar nuisance parameters are
observed to affect both the cut-based and BDT approaches, with jet-flavor tagging and
tt¯+ jets modeling effects influencing each.
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Figure 54: Signal region distributions considered in the Asimov fit for both (top) the
cut-based and (bottom) the BDT approaches.
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Figure 55: Nuisance parameters (top), normalization factors (bottom left), and statistical
multiplicative gamma parameters for each bin (bottom right) for the Asimov data cut-
based fit using all systematics. Note that the central values for the nuisance parameters
and normalization factors are set to zero and one respectively, as per the definition of the
Asimov dataset.
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Figure 56: Nuisance parameters (top), normalization factors (bottom left), and statistical
multiplicative gamma parameters for each bin (bottom right) for the Asimov data BDT
fit using all systematics. Note that the central values for the nuisance parameters and
normalization factors are set to zero and one respectively, as per the definition of the
Asimov dataset.
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Figure 57: Nuisance parameter ranking for the cut-based (left) and BDT (right) fits. Note
that parameters labelled k and γ are multiplicative factors, while all other parameters are
additive systematic uncertainties.
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12.3 Fits to Blinded Data
After the Asimov fits, we proceed to fit to our physics collision data sample, maintaing the
blinding of our signal regrions. Because the fits at this stage are adapted only to background
(with signal regions having been excluded by the blinding), the results of the fits are indepen-
dent of the a mass point. Figures 58 and 59 show the nuisance parameters, normalizations,
and gamma factors for the cut-based and BDT approaches. The constraints derived are
similar to those from our Asimov fits, albeit with some pulls; unlike the Asimov dataset, real
data can’t just impose θ = 0. The resulting constraints are observed to be consistent across
the cut-based and BDT approaches.
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Figure 58: Nuisance parameters (top), normalization factors (bottom left), and statistical
multiplicative gamma parameters for each bin (bottom right) for the data (blinded) cut-
based fit using all systematics. The use of real data results in some nonzero pulls.
Figures 60—63 compare our pre- and post-fit distributions in each region. We observe a
tightening in the uncertainty bands for each bin, achieved through our constraints on the
systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 59: Nuisance parameters (top), normalization factors (bottom left), and statistical
multiplicative gamma parameters for each bin (bottom right) for the data (blinded) BDT
fit using all systematics. The use of real data results in some nonzero pulls.
Lastly, Figure 64 compares the expected and observed yields in each channel before and after
our fits.
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Figure 60: Comparison between data and MC for the HT , Mbbb and Mbbbb distributions in
the regions: (top) 2 SFOC leptons with ≥ 3 jets and 2 b-tags, (center) 2 OFOC leptons
with ≥ 3 jets and 3 b-tags, and (bottom) 2 OFOC leptons with ≥ 4 jets and ≥ 4 b-tags.
The distributions are shown (left) before and (right) after the combined fit to data. The
fitting procedure has decreased the total uncertainty on the MC (the shaded band) by
roughly half. The bottom panel shows the ratio between the Asimov data and the total
MC prediction (“Pred.”).
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Figure 61: Comparison between data and MC for the following distributions in the blinded
signal region with 3 jets, 3 b-tags, and SFOC leptons: (top) Mbbb, (bottom) BDT discrim-
inant trained for ma = 60 GeV. BDTs trained for the other mass points show comparable
results. The distributions are shown (left) before and (right) after the combined fit to
data. The bottom panel shows the ratio between the Asimov data and the total prediction
(“Pred.”). The shaded bands show the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties
on the MC.
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Figure 62: Comparison between data and MC for the following distributions in the blinded
signal region with ≥4 jets, 3 b-tags, and SFOC leptons: (top) Mbbb, (bottom) BDT discrim-
inant trained for ma = 60 GeV. BDTs trained for the other mass points show comparable
results. The distributions are shown (left) before and (right) after the combined fit to
data. The bottom panel shows the ratio between the Asimov data and the total prediction
(“Pred.”). The shaded bands show the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties
on the MC.
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Figure 63: Comparison between data and MC for the following distributions in the blinded
signal region with ≥4 jets, ≥ 4 b-tags, and SFOC leptons: (top) Mbbbb, (bottom) BDT
discriminant trained for ma = 60 GeV. BDTs trained for the other mass points show
comparable results. The distributions are shown (left) before and (right) after the combined
fit to data. The bottom panel shows the ratio between the Asimov data and the total
prediction (“Pred.”). The shaded bands show the combined statistical and systematic
uncertainties on the MC.
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Figure 64: Comparison between data and prediction of the yields in each channel (top)
before and (bottom) after the combined fit to data in the (blinded) regions. The bottom
panel shows the ratio between Asimov data and the total MC prediction (“Pred.”). The
shaded bands show the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties on the MC.
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Chapter 13
Results
13.1 Fits to Unblinded Data
Having refined our understanding of our fits via close study of our background regions, we
are now ready to apply our complete background-only fits to the full unblinded dataset,
signal regions and all. Figures 65 and 66 show the nuisance parameters, normalizations, and
gamma factors for the cut-based and BDT approaches. The constraints derived are again
consistent with those from our Asimov fits, as demonstrated by Figure 67.
Figure 68 shows the effects of the various nuisance parameters on our signal strength pa-
rameter. The nuisance parameters are ranked according to the size of their post-fit effect
on the signal strength parameter, ∆µ. The greatest effects on our signal strength arise from
the statistical uncertainty of our MC, as well as uncertainties from jet flavor-tagging and tt¯
modeling.
A comparison of the distributions per channel before and after the fit Figures 69—72 for the
dilepton channel demonstrate the distributions in each channel before and after the fit to
background, while Figure 73 compares the total yields in each channel before and after the
fit. In each case, the fitting yields improved agreement between data and MC, as well as a
reduction in the total statistical and systematic uncertainties (visible in the narrowing of the
shaded bands around the central values), although the SFOC 4j4b region remains limited
by large statistical uncertainty.
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Figure 65: Nuisance parameters, normalization factors and gamma parameters for the data
cut-based fit in the dilepton channel using the full set of systematics.
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Figure 66: Nuisance parameters, normalization factors and gamma parameters for the data
BDT (trained for ma = 30 GeV) fit in the dilepton channel using the full set of systematics.
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Figure 67: Comparison of the nuisance parameters and normalization factors for the BDT
unblinded data fit (black) and the asimov fit (red) under the signal plus background hy-
pothesis.
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Figure 68: Nuisance parameters ranked by their post-fit effect on the parameter of interest,
∆µ, for the cut-based (left) and BDT (right) fits. Note that parameters labelled k and γ
are multiplicative factors, while all other parameters are additive systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 69: Comparison between data and MC for the HT , Mbbb and Mbbbb distributions in
the control regions: (top) 2 SFOC leptons with ≥ 3 jets and 2 b-tags, (center) 2 OFOC
leptons with ≥ 3 jets and 3 b-tags, and (bottom) 2 OFOC leptons with ≥ 4 jets and ≥ 4
b-tags. The distributions are shown (left) before and (right) after the combined fit to data.
The fitting procedure has decreased the total uncertainty on the MC (the shaded band)
by roughly half. The bottom panel shows the ratio between the Asimov data and the total
MC prediction (“Pred.”).
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Figure 70: Comparison between data and MC for the following distributions in the un-
blinded signal region with 3 jets, 3 b-tags, and SFOC leptons: (top) Mbbb, (bottom) BDT
discriminant trained for ma = 30 GeV. BDTs trained for the other mass points show com-
parable results. The distributions are shown (left) before and (right) after the combined
fit to data. The bottom panel shows the ratio between the Asimov data and the total
prediction (“Pred.”). The shaded bands show the combined statistical and systematic
uncertainties on the MC.
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Figure 71: Comparison between data and MC for the following distributions in the un-
blinded signal region with ≥4 jets, 3 b-tags, and SFOC leptons: (top) Mbbb, (bottom) BDT
discriminant trained for ma = 30 GeV. BDTs trained for the other mass points show com-
parable results. The distributions are shown (left) before and (right) after the combined
fit to data. The bottom panel shows the ratio between the Asimov data and the total
prediction (“Pred.”). The shaded bands show the combined statistical and systematic
uncertainties on the MC.
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Figure 72: Comparison between data and MC for the following distributions in the un-
blinded signal region with ≥4 jets, ≥ 4 b-tags, and SFOC leptons: (top) Mbbbb, (bottom)
BDT discriminant trained for ma = 30 GeV. BDTs trained for the other mass points show
comparable results. The distributions are shown (left) before and (right) after the com-
bined fit to data. The bottom panel shows the ratio between the Asimov data and the
total prediction (“Pred.”). The shaded bands show the combined statistical and systematic
uncertainties on the MC.
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Figure 73: Comparison between data and prediction of the yields in each channel (top)
before and (bottom) after the combined fit to data in the unblinded regions. The bottom
panel shows the ratio between Asimov data and the total MC prediction (“Pred.”). The
shaded bands show the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties on the MC.
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13.2 Upper Limits on H → aa→ 4b
We note that we see no statistically significant evidence of an exotic H → aa → bbbb
signature above the event yield provided by the SM backgrounds. That established, we turn
to deriving upper limits for our proposed signal, as described in Section 11.1. We parametrize
our result as
σ4b = C
2
4b × σV H , (13.1)
where
C24b = κ
2
HV V × BR(H → 2a)× BR(a→ 2b)2. (13.2)
The cross section of our signal (σ4b) is the product of the cross section of SM Higgs-vector
boson-associated production (σVH) multiplied by the branching ration of H → aa, two
powers of a→ bb (where the power of two accounts for the fact that of our a’s decay to a bb¯
pair), and a branching scale factor, κ2HV V .
My contributions to the analysis of the di-lepton (ZH) channel are combined with the
results from the single lepton (WH) channel to derive the limits presented below [64]. Our
test statistic qµ (see Section 11.1) has been constructed such that the joint test statistic
formed by combining the results of two independent channels is simply the product of the
individual test statistics for each channel [108]. Consequently, we can easily combine the
results from each of our three SFOC di-lepton signal regions with each other, and further
combine this result with that achieved from the single lepton analysis.
Figure 74 shows the limits on our signal cross section from the ZH channel, while Figure 75
presents the combined results from ZH and WH. Figure 76 shows our measured upper limit
on the branching ratio for our signal.
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Figure 74: Observed (solid line) and expected (dashed line) 95% CL upper limits on the
signal H → 2a → 4b cross section, defined as the SM ZH cross section multiplied by the
branching fraction for our signal. The limit is presented as a function of the a mass. The
yellow and green bands show the ±1 and ±2 standard deviations around the expected
limit respectively. The thin red line and band show the theoretical prediction and its
±1 standard deviation uncertainty. The lefthand plot shows the limits derived from the
cut-based measurement, while the righthand plot shows the limits from the BDT method.
Note the stronger limit achieved using the BDT.
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Figure 75: Observed (solid line) and expected (dashed line) 95% CL upper limits on the
signal H → 2a → 4b cross section for the combined single and di-lepton channels. The
limit is presented as a function of the a mass. The yellow and green bands show the ±1 and
±2 standard deviations around the expected limit respectively. The thin red line and band
show the theoretical prediction and its ±1 standard deviation uncertainty. The lefthand
plot shows the limits derived from the cut-based measurement, while the righthand plot
shows the limits from the BDT method. Note the stronger limit achieved using the BDT.
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Figure 76: Observed (solid line) and expected (dashed line) 95% CL upper limits on the
signal H → 2a → 4b branching fraction (assuming SM cross section for V H-associated
production) for the combined single and di-lepton channels. The limit is presented as
a function of the a mass. The yellow and green bands show the ±1 and ±2 standard
deviations around the expected limit respectively. This plot presents the result from the
BDT approach, owing to its superior precision compared to the cut-based method.
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Chapter 14
Outlook and Conclusion
With our fits and measurements concluded, we are ready to bring our story to a close.
We have placed a 95% confidence limit upper bound on the branching ratio for the Higgs
decaying to a pair of exotic scalars aa, each decaying to a bb¯ pair. Our measurements
indicate that such a decay, if it exists, should account for no more than about 55% of
the total Higgs branching fraction. The precision of our analysis is limited chiefly by the
systematic uncertainties arising from the difficulties in modeling tt¯+jets and Z+jets events
(especially with multiple heavy flavor jets), as well as the statistical uncertainty.
The core instrumental insight revealed by this analysis is the power of multivariate tech-
niques in contrast to simpler techniques zeroing in on particular variables. We developed
our BDT discriminant believing that such an approach would help us to better untangle the
complicated interplay of kinematic variables in our events, and the discriminant more than
proved its worth: Across all mass ranges, the bounds derived from our BDT discriminant
were nearly twice as tight as those from the cut-based calculation. Further refinements of
this search would do well to use a similar approach.
A clear path forward for future studies can be found in assailing the particular challenges that
arise when considering lower ma. Our tools were developed with an eye towards ma ∼ mH2 ,
which provides well-separated, nicely resolved jets. Lower masses for a result in lower pT ,
overlapping jets, to the extent the bb¯ pairs must be reconstructed as a single detector object.
Accordingly, the bounds our study has imposed for the H → aa→ bbbb cross section loosen
significantly as one approaches ma = 20 GeV . A probe of the region ma < 20 GeV will
require innovations in the study of low pT jets, which may prove useful in other analyses as
well.
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Appendix A
Samples Used
This appendix lists DSIDs and descriptions for all samples used in this analysis. “Alter-
native” samples are used to study the uncertainties associated with the generators and
showering algorithms. The samples here are described in more detail in Section of the main
body of this paper.
A.1 Z/W + jets and Diboson Samples
Z + jets, NN30NNLO
DSID Description
364204 Sherpa 221 NN30NNLO Zee Mll10 40 MAXHTPTV0 70 BVeto
364205 Sherpa 221 NN30NNLO Zee Mll10 40 MAXHTPTV0 70 BFilter
364206 Sherpa 221 NN30NNLO Zee Mll10 40 MAXHTPTV70 280 BVeto
364207 Sherpa 221 NN30NNLO Zee Mll10 40 MAXHTPTV70 280 BFilter
364208 Sherpa 221 NN30NNLO Zee Mll10 40 MAXHTPTV280 E CMS BVeto
364209 Sherpa 221 NN30NNLO Zee Mll10 40 MAXHTPTV280 E CMS BFilter
364198 Sherpa 221 NN30NNLO Zmm Mll10 40 MAXHTPTV0 70 BVeto
364199 Sherpa 221 NN30NNLO Zmm Mll10 40 MAXHTPTV0 70 BFilter
364200 Sherpa 221 NN30NNLO Zmm Mll10 40 MAXHTPTV70 280 BVeto
364201 Sherpa 221 NN30NNLO Zmm Mll10 40 MAXHTPTV70 280 BFilter
364202 Sherpa 221 NN30NNLO Zmm Mll10 40 MAXHTPTV280 E CMS BVeto
364203 Sherpa 221 NN30NNLO Zmm Mll10 40 MAXHTPTV280 E CMS BFilter
364210 Sherpa 221 NN30NNLO Ztt Mll10 40 MAXHTPTV0 70 BVeto
364211 Sherpa 221 NN30NNLO Ztt Mll10 40 MAXHTPTV0 70 BFilter
364212 Sherpa 221 NN30NNLO Ztt Mll10 40 MAXHTPTV70 280 BVeto
364213 Sherpa 221 NN30NNLO Ztt Mll10 40 MAXHTPTV70 280 BFilter
364214 Sherpa 221 NN30NNLO Ztt Mll10 40 MAXHTPTV280 E CMS BVeto
364215 Sherpa 221 NN30NNLO Ztt Mll10 40 MAXHTPTV280 E CMS BFilter
Table 9: List of samples for Z + jets, NN30NNLO.
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Z + jets Alternative
DSID Description
361500 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Zee Np0
361501 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Zee Np1
361502 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Zee Np2
361503 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Zee Np3
361504 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Zee Np4
361505 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Zmumu Np0
361506 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Zmumu Np1
361507 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Zmumu Np2
361508 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Zmumu Np3
361509 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Zmumu Np4
361510 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Ztautau Np0
361511 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Ztautau Np1
361512 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Ztautau Np2
361513 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Ztautau Np3
361514 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Ztautau Np4
Table 10: List of samples for Z + jets alternative.
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W + jets
DSID Description
364170 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wenu MAXHTPTV0 70 CVetoBVeto
364171 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wenu MAXHTPTV0 70 CFilterBVeto
364172 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wenu MAXHTPTV0 70 BFilter
364173 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wenu MAXHTPTV70 140 CVetoBVeto
364174 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wenu MAXHTPTV70 140 CFilterBVeto
364175 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wenu MAXHTPTV70 140 BFilter
364176 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wenu MAXHTPTV140 280 CVetoBVeto
364177 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wenu MAXHTPTV140 280 CFilterBVeto
364178 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wenu MAXHTPTV140 280 BFilter
364179 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wenu MAXHTPTV280 500 CVetoBVeto
364180 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wenu MAXHTPTV280 500 CFilterBVeto
364181 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wenu MAXHTPTV280 500 BFilter
364182 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wenu MAXHTPTV500 1000
364183 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wenu MAXHTPTV1000 E CMS
364156 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wmunu MAXHTPTV0 70 CVetoBVeto
364157 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wmunu MAXHTPTV0 70 CFilterBVeto
364158 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wmunu MAXHTPTV0 70 BFilter
364159 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wmunu MAXHTPTV70 140 CVetoBVeto
364160 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wmunu MAXHTPTV70 140 CFilterBVeto
364161 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wmunu MAXHTPTV70 140 BFilter
364162 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wmunu MAXHTPTV140 280 CVetoBVeto
364163 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wmunu MAXHTPTV140 280 CFilterBVeto
364164 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wmunu MAXHTPTV140 280 BFilter
364165 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wmunu MAXHTPTV280 500 CVetoBVeto
364166 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wmunu MAXHTPTV280 500 CFilterBVeto
364167 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wmunu MAXHTPTV280 500 BFilter
364168 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wmunu MAXHTPTV500 1000
364169 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wmunu MAXHTPTV1000 E CMS
364184 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wtaunu MAXHTPTV0 70 CVetoBVeto
364185 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wtaunu MAXHTPTV0 70 CFilterBVeto
364186 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wtaunu MAXHTPTV0 70 BFilter
364187 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wtaunu MAXHTPTV70 140 CVetoBVeto
364188 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wtaunu MAXHTPTV70 140 CFilterBVeto
364189 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wtaunu MAXHTPTV70 140 BFilter
364190 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wtaunu MAXHTPTV140 280 CVetoBVeto
364191 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wtaunu MAXHTPTV140 280 CFilterBVeto
364192 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wtaunu MAXHTPTV140 280 BFilter
364193 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wtaunu MAXHTPTV280 500 CVetoBVeto
364194 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wtaunu MAXHTPTV280 500 CFilterBVeto
364195 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wtaunu MAXHTPTV280 500 BFilter
364196 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wtaunu MAXHTPTV500 1000
364197 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Wtaunu MAXHTPTV1000 E CMS
Table 11: List of samples for W + jets.
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W + jets Alternative
DSID Description
361520 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Wenu Np0
361521 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Wenu Np1
361522 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Wenu Np2
361523 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Wenu Np3
361524 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Wenu Np4
361525 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Wmunu Np0
361526 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Wmunu Np1
361527 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Wmunu Np2
361528 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Wmunu Np3
361529 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Wmunu Np4
361530 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Wtaunu Np0
361531 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Wtaunu Np1
361532 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Wtaunu Np2
361533 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Wtaunu Np3
361534 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO Wtaunu Np4
Table 12: List of samples for W + jets alternative.
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Diboson
DSID Description
344422 Sherpa CT10 llll BFilter
344423 Sherpa CT10 llll BVeto
344424 Sherpa CT10 lllvSFMinus BFilter
344425 Sherpa CT10 lllvSFMinus BVeto
344426 Sherpa CT10 lllvOFMinus BFilter
344427 Sherpa CT10 lllvOFMinus BVeto
344428 Sherpa CT10 lllvSFPlus BFilter
344429 Sherpa CT10 lllvSFPlus BVeto
344430 Sherpa CT10 lllvOFPlus BFilter
344431 Sherpa CT10 lllvOFPlus BVeto
361068 Sherpa CT10 llvv
361070 Sherpa CT10 llvvjj ss EW6
361071 Sherpa CT10 lllvjj EW6
361072 Sherpa CT10 lllljj EW6
361073 Sherpa CT10 ggllll
361077 Sherpa CT10 ggllvv
361091 Sherpa CT10 WplvWmqq SHv21 improved
361092 Sherpa CT10 WpqqWmlv SHv21 improved
361093 Sherpa CT10 WlvZqq SHv21 improved
361094 Sherpa CT10 WqqZll SHv21 improved
361095 Sherpa CT10 WqqZvv SHv21 improved
361096 Sherpa CT10 ZqqZll SHv21 improved
361097 Sherpa CT10 ZqqZvv SHv21 improved
Table 13: List of samples for diboson.
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A.2 tt¯ + jets Samples
tt¯
DSID Description
410501 PowhegPythia8EvtGen A14 ttbar hdamp258p75 nonallhad
410503 PowhegPythia8EvtGen A14 ttbar hdamp258p75 dil
410504 PowhegPythia8EvtGen A14 ttbar hdamp258p75 nonallhad bfil
410505 PowhegPythia8EvtGen A14 ttbar hdamp258p75 dil bfil
Table 14: List of samples for tt¯.
tt¯ Alternative
DSID Description
410000 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 ttbar hdamp172p5 nonallhad
410120 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 ttbar hdamp172p5 nonallhad bfilter
410003 aMcAtNloHerwigppEvtGen ttbar nonallhad
410004 PowhegHerwigppEvtGen UEEE5 ttbar hdamp172p5 nonallhad
410511 PowhegPythia8EvtGen A14v3cUp ttbar hdamp517p5 nonallhad
410512 PowhegPythia8EvtGen A14v3cDo ttbar hdamp258p75 nonallhad
410517 PowhegPythia8EvtGen A14v3Up tt hdamp517p5 nonallhad bfil
410518 PowhegPythia8EvtGen A14v3Do tt hdamp258p75 nonallhad bfil
410525 PowhegHerwig7EvtGen H7UE tt hdamp258p75 nonallhad
410527 PowhegHerwig7EvtGen H7UE tt hdamp258p75 dilep
410528 PowhegHerwig7EvtGen H7UE tt hdamp258p75 nonallhad bfil
410529 PowhegHerwig7EvtGen H7UE tt hdamp258p75 dilep bfil
410225 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen MEN30NLO A14N23LO ttbar nonallhad
410226 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen MEN30NLO A14N23LO ttbar dil
410274 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen MEN30NLO A14N23LO ttbar nonallhad bfil
410275 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen MEN30NLO A14N23LO ttbar dil bfil
410250 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO ttbar SingleLeptonP MEPS NLO
410251 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO ttbar SingleLeptonM MEPS NLO
410252 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO ttbar dilepton MEPS NLO
410281 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO ttbar SingleLeptonP MEPS NLO bfil
410282 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO ttbar SingleLeptonM MEPS NLO bfil
410283 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO ttbar dilepton MEPS NLO bfil
Table 15: List of samples for ttbar alternative.
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A.3 Single-Top Samples
Single-Top
DSID Description
410011 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 singletop tchan lept top
410012 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 singletop tchan lept antitop
410013 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 Wt inclusive top
410014 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 Wt inclusive antitop
410025 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 SingleTopSchan noAllHad top
410026 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 SingleTopSchan noAllHad antitop
Table 16: List of samples for single-top.
Single-Top Alternative
DSID Description
410011 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 singletop tchan lept top
410012 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 singletop tchan lept antitop
410013 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 Wt inclusive top
410014 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 Wt inclusive antitop
410017 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012radLo singletop tchan lept top
410018 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012radHi singletop tchan lept top
410019 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012radLo singletop tchan lept antitop
410020 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012radHi singletop tchan lept antitop
410047 PowhegHerwigppEvtGen UEEE5 singletop tchan lept top
410048 PowhegHerwigppEvtGen UEEE5 singletop tchan lept antitop
410062 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 Wt DS inclusive top
410063 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 Wt DS inclusive antitop
410099 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012radHi Wt inclusive top
410100 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012radLo Wt inclusive top
410101 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012radHi Wt inclusive antitop
410102 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012radLo Wt inclusive antitop
410147 PowhegHerwigppEvtGen UEEE5 Wt inclusive top
410148 PowhegHerwigppEvtGen UEEE5 Wt inclusive antitop
Table 17: List of samples for single-top alternative.
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A.4 Additional Small Backgrounds with Top Quarks
and Bosons
tt¯X/tX
DSID Description
410050 MadGraphPythiaEvtGen P2012 tZ 4fl tchan noAllHad
410215 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen A14 NNPDF23LO 260000 tWZDR
410217 aMcAtNloHerwigppEvtGen UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME 260000 tWZDR
410155 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen MEN30NLO A14N23LO ttW
410156 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen MEN30NLO A14N23LO ttZnunu
410157 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen MEN30NLO A14N23LO ttZqq
410218 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen MEN30NLO A14N23LO ttee
410219 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen MEN30NLO A14N23LO ttmumu
410220 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen MEN30NLO A14N23LO tttautau
410080 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23 4topSM
410081 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23 ttbarWW
Table 18: List of samples for tt¯X/tX.
tt¯X/tX alternative
DSID Description
410142 Sherpa NNPDF30NNLO ttll mll5
410143 Sherpa NNPDF30NNLO ttZnnqq
410144 Sherpa NNPDF30NNLO ttW
410155 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen MEN30NLO A14N23LO ttW
410156 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen MEN30NLO A14N23LO ttZnunu
410157 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen MEN30NLO A14N23LO ttZqq
410218 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen MEN30NLO A14N23LO ttee
410219 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen MEN30NLO A14N23LO ttmumu
410220 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen MEN30NLO A14N23LO tttautau
Table 19: List of samples for tt¯X/tX alternative.
tt¯H
DSID Description
343365 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen A14 NNPDF23 NNPDF30ME ttH125 dilep
343366 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen A14 NNPDF23 NNPDF30ME ttH125 semilep
343367 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen A14 NNPDF23 NNPDF30ME ttH125 allhad
Table 20: List of samples for tt¯H.
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tt¯H alternative
DSID Description
341177 aMcAtNloHerwigppEvtGen UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME ttH125 dil
341270 aMcAtNloHerwigppEvtGen UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME ttH125 semilep
341271 aMcAtNloHerwigppEvtGen UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME ttH125 allhad
Table 21: List of samples for tt¯H alternative.
tH
DSID Description
341988 MadGraphHerwigppEvtGen UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME tHjb125 gamgam
341989 MadGraphHerwigppEvtGen UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME tHjb125 gamgam
341990 MadGraphHerwigppEvtGen UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME tHjb125 gamgam
341991 MadGraphHerwigppEvtGen UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME tHjb125 bbbar
341992 MadGraphHerwigppEvtGen UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME tHjb125 bbbar
341993 MadGraphHerwigppEvtGen UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME tHjb125 bbbar
341994 MadGraphHerwigppEvtGen UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME tHjb125 lep
341995 MadGraphHerwigppEvtGen UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME tHjb125 lep
341996 MadGraphHerwigppEvtGen UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME tHjb125 lep
341997 aMcAtNloHppEG UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME tWH125 gamgam yt minus1
341998 aMcAtNloHppEG UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME tWH125 gamgam yt plus1
341999 aMcAtNloHppEG UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME tWH125 gamgam yt plus2
342000 aMcAtNloHppEG UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME tWH125 lep yt minus1
342001 aMcAtNloHppEG UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME tWH125 lep yt plus1
342002 aMcAtNloHppEG UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME tWH125 lep yt plus2
342003 aMcAtNloHppEG UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME tWH125 bbbar yt minus1
342004 aMcAtNloHppEG UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME tWH125 bbbar yt plus1
342005 aMcAtNloHppEG UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME tWH125 bbbar yt plus2
343266 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14 CT10ME tHjb125 gamgam
343267 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14 CT10ME tHjb125 gamgam
343268 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14 CT10ME tHjb125 gamgam
343269 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14 CT10ME tHjb125 bbbar
343270 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14 CT10ME tHjb125 bbbar
343271 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14 CT10ME tHjb125 bbbar
343272 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14 CT10ME tHjb125 lep
343273 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14 CT10ME tHjb125 lep
343274 MadGraphPythia8EvtGen A14 CT10ME tHjb125 lep
Table 22: List of samples for tH.
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Higgs Alternative
DSID Description
343436 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen A14 NNPDF23 NNPDF30ME ttH125 gamgam
342561 aMcAtNloHerwigppEvtGen UEEE5 CTEQ6L1 CT10ME ttH125 4l
342283 PowhegPythia8EvtGen CT10 AZNLOCTEQ6L1 VBFH125 inc
342284 Pythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO WH125 inc
342285 Pythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO ZH125 inc
342286 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO bbH125 yb2 inc
342287 aMcAtNloPythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO bbH125 ybyt inc
Table 23: List of samples for Higgs alternative.
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Appendix B
Tile Saturations Summaries
This appendix contains additional summarizing information from our Tile saturation study.
Figure 77 shows the ADC plot for each real (low gain, collision jet-sourced) saturated channel
in our sample. Tables 24 and 25 list the number of saturation events in each Tile cell for the
2015 and 2016 samples respectively.
Table 24: Incidence of Saturation by Tile Cell, 2015
2015 Saturations by Cell (All Modules)
Tile Cell Number Saturation Events Tile Cell Number Saturation Events
D0 4 E3 0
A1-L 0 E4 3
BC1-R 2 D4-R 2
BC1-L 2 D4-L 1
A1-R 0 C10-R 1
A2-L 0 C10-L 0
BC2-R 6 A12-R 1
BC2-L 5 A12-L 1
A2-R 1 B11-R 4
A3-L 0 B11-L 3
A3-R 1 A13-R 0
BC3-L 5 A13-L 0
BC3-R 5 E1 5
D1-L 15 E2 2
D1-R 13 B12-R 4
A4-L 1 B12-L 4
BC4-L 6 D5-R 14
BC4-R 7 D5-L 16
Continued on next page
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Table 24 – continued from previous page
Tile Cell Number Saturation Events Tile Cell Number Saturation Events
A4-R 2 A14-R 0
A5-L 1 A14-L 0
A5-R 0 B13-R 4
BC5-L 8 B13-L 4
BC5-R 8 B14-R 4
A6-L 0 A15-R 0
D2-R 8 A15-L 0
D2-L 2 B14-L 4
A6-R 3 B15-L 0
BC6-L 10 D6-L 18
BC6-R-L 7 D6-R 18
A7-L 2 B15-R 0
A7-R 0 A16-L 1
BC7-L 4 A16-R 0
BC7-R 8
A8-L 0
A9-R 4
A9-L 3
A8-R 1
BC8-L 3
BC8-R 4
D3-L 9
B9-R 0
D3-R 10
A10-L 0
A10-R 0
B9-L 2
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Figure 77: ADC Plots for Each Low Gain Di-Jet Saturated Channel in 2015 and 2016
Table 25: Incidence of Saturation by Tile Cell, 2016
2016 Saturations by Cell (All Modules)
Tile Cell Number Saturation Events Tile Cell Number Saturation Events
D0 4 E3 11
A1-L 1 E4 1
BC1-R 4 D4-R 2
BC1-L 1 D4-L 1
Continued on next page
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Table 25 – continued from previous page
Tile Cell Number Saturation Events Tile Cell Number Saturation Events
A1-R 1 C10-R 1
A2-L 0 C10-L 1
BC2-R 4 A12-R 0
BC2-L 2 A12-L 1
A2-R 0 B11-R 3
A3-L 1 B11-L 2
A3-R 1 A13-R 1
BC3-L 5 A13-L 1
BC3-R 2 E1 4
D1-L 5 E2 7
D1-R 8 B12-R 4
A4-L 1 B12-L 3
BC4-L 7 D5-R 19
BC4-R 9 D5-L 20
A4-R 2 A14-R 0
A5-L 1 A14-L 0
A5-R 2 B13-R 3
BC5-L 2 B13-L 1
BC5-R 3 B14-R 1
A6-L 0 A15-R 1
D2-R 5 A15-L 0
D2-L 5 B14-L 1
A6-R 1 B15-L 3
BC6-L 4 D6-L 14
BC6-R-L 2 D6-R 14
A7-L 1 B15-R 1
A7-R 0 A16-L 2
BC7-L 9 A16-R 3
BC7-R 7
A8-L 0
Continued on next page
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Table 25 – continued from previous page
Tile Cell Number Saturation Events Tile Cell Number Saturation Events
A9-R 1
A9-L 2
A8-R 0
BC8-L 4
BC8-R 4
D3-L 4
B9-R 0
D3-R 4
A10-L 1
A10-R 1
B9-L 1
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